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MESSAGE FROM TH
HE COUN
NCIL CHAIRMAN
N
Unttil recently, the
t Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management
M
t Council’s m
management eefforts have llargely been driven by
rebbuilding goalss. For most of
o our managed fisheries, these goals hhave been acchieved, but iit is clear thaat our work
is nnot finished. Decades of stock
s
depletion and rebuiilding have co
ome at high social, econo
omic, and insstitutional
cossts within thee region. Acrross our constituencies, there
t
are perrvasive gaps in confidencee in the data used to
manage the reggion’s fisheriees. The conceept of a Visio
oning and Strrategic Planniing Project developed over the past
two
o years as wee accomplish
hed many of our
o rebuildin
ng goals and recognized w
we were at a historic infleection
poiint. The timee is ripe for us
u to think crritically and candidly
c
abouut how we shhould transitiion from a suuccessful
butt difficult phaase of rebuild
ding to an eraa of long-term
m sustainabillity, productiivity, stabilityy, and innovattion.
In SSeptember 2011, after much discussio
on and planning, we initiaated developm
ment of a staakeholder-drriven vision
for the future of
o our managed fisheries. During the initial phases of the projeect, Council m
members and
d staff
turrned their atttention outw
ward to hear from
f
more than
t
1,500 sttakeholders aabout fisheriees managemeent in the
mid
d-Atlantic. Th
he feedback and recomm
mendations th
hat we receivved through tthis process will be immeensely
useeful as the Co
ouncil develo
ops a plan forr the future.
It iss likely that we
w can mainttain many of our managed
d fisheries att sustainable levels in to tthe foreseeabble future
witthout makingg substantial changes
c
to th
he regulation
ns. However,, this does no
ot mean thatt the regulations in
placce are necessarily the best policies fo
or protecting the region’ss valuable fishhery resources, ensuring their
lastting productivity, meetingg the needs of
o diverse fish
hing interestss, or optimizzing their oveerall yields annd benefits
in tthe context of
o a dynamic marine ecossystem. The process
p
of viisioning and sstrategic plannning will pro
ovide an
oppportunity forr Council meembers and stakeholders to evaluate tthe system w
we have in plaace and identtify
management ob
bjectives thatt need to be refined or siituations wheere the existting managem
ment strategiees do not
aliggn with our stated
s
objectives. My hope is that a vission and straategic plan w
will position thhe Council inn such a
wayy that we can
n take a proaactive approaach to creating a better ffuture for our managed fisheries.
Strategic planning and vision
ning are certaainly not novvel concepts, but this initiiative is new territory forr the
Co
ouncil. Our ap
pproach has also involved
d a new typee of stakeholdder outreachh and engagem
ment. We reecognized
dation of
earrly in our disccussions of this project th
hat an effectiive vision wo
ould have to be based on a solid found
stakeholder inp
put. Years of restrictive reegulations reesulted in widdespread beliefs that public input wass ignored.
Thiis led to a steeady decline in public parrticipation in the managem
ment process over time, narrowing thhe
banndwidth of pu
ublic input in
n the Councill process and
d contributinng to disaffecttion among cconstituents.. Now, as
we strive to creeate a betterr future, it is important fo
or us to reenngage our connstituents in the initial phhase of the
pro
ocess and wo
ork to undersstand their visions
v
and deesired outco mes for our fisheries. Thhis report loo
oks at our
managed fisheriies and the management
m
process from
m the variouss perspectivees of our stakkeholders.
p
us with
w extensivve input, iden
ntifying both challenges aand opportunnities for the Council
Thee public has provided
and
d our manageed fisheries. Addressing
A
the
t issues raised by our cconstituents iin the subseqquent visioninng and
straategic plannin
ng phases is essential
e
nott only to the future succeess of our maanagement plans and proggrams, but
also
o to building public confid
dence in the fisheries management prrocess. This ttask will requuire a coordiinated
appproach with our
o managem
ment partnerrs and a relen
ntless commiitment to building a betteer future for our
fishheries and their managem
ment. I am confident that our
o sustainedd resolve to improving o
our managem
ment
pro
ocesses, com
mbined with effective
e
stakeeholder engaagement and participationn, will positio
on us to be ssuccessful.

Ricchard B. Rob
bins, Jr., Chairman
Mid
d-Atlantic Fishery Managgement Cou
uncil
i
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EXECUT
E
IVE SUMMARY

Ov
verview
w
In tthe spring off 2011, the Mid-Atlantic
M
Fishery Man
nagement C ouncil launcched an efforrt to developp a
com
mprehensivee, stakeholdeer-informed vision for managed
m
fisheeries in the mid-Atlanticc. The goals of this
inittiative were twofold: deffine and devvelop new ways for the C
Council to eengage consttituents and define
straategies to ad
ddress key challenges.
c
The
T project will
w result in a vision, a sstatement off goals, and a strategic
plan that outlin
nes short- an
nd long-term
m operationaal strategies, actions, andd timelines.
In sseeking to ensure its vision and straategic plan reeflect the pr iorities of itss constituennts, the Counncil
connducted the largest outrreach effort in its historyy. This report summarizzes input gatthered from over 1,500
connstituents th
hrough surveeys, roundtable sessions, and positio
on letters. The vision and strategic pplan will
guide the Coun
ncil’s efforts to:
 Managee fisheries (and the surro
ounding ecossystem and habitats) mo
ore effectively;
 Address existing management problems
p
ideentified by the Council aand constituuents;
 Improve communiccation to con
nstituents an
nd other orgganizations;
 Improve the Counccil’s ability to
o utilize inpu
ut from consstituents andd other orgaanizations;
 Increasee the efficien
ncy of the management
m
process;
 Balancee short- and long-term management
m
goals; and
 Address new or po
otential challenges and th
hreats in a pproactive, strrategic way.
Strrategic planning requires that an orgaanization firsst have an acccurate understanding o
of the currennt state of
thee organizatio
on itself and its surround
ding environm
ment. To acccurately assess the currrent state off midAtlantic fisheriees and manaagement, it was
w essentiall that the Co
ouncil solicitt stakeholdeer input. Althhough
ngagement is an important componeent of fisheriees managem
ment, it has bbecome clear in recent
stakeholder en
yeaars that onlyy a small fracction of stakeeholders weere actually pparticipating in the Counncil’s manageement
pro
ocess. As a result,
r
the Council
C
initiatted an effortt to gain a broader, morre detailed uunderstandinng of
stakeholders’ perspectives
p
.
Fro
om Septemb
ber 2011 to February
F
2012, the Council utilized a number
of rresearch meethods, including surveyss, roundtablee sessions, aand position
lettters, to gather stakehold
der input on
n all topics reelated to passt and
futuure managem
ment of fisheeries in the mid-Atlantic
m
c. The resultts of this
effo
ort are inten
nded to provvide a foundation upon which
w
the C
Council can
beggin developin
ng a vision, goals,
g
and a strategic plaan.
Note thaat the ideas and
a concerns presented in this report reepresent the
perspecttives of individduals who volluntarily partiicipated in thee project
and are not intended to reflect thee viewpoints of
o all constitu ents or of
the Counncil itself.

Th
he Mid-A
Atlantic Fishery
y Manage
ement C
Council
Thee Mid-Atlanttic Fishery Management
M
Council is one
o of eight regional
fishhery manageement counccils (Councilss) in the Uniited States. T
The
Co
ouncils recom
mmend fisheery managem
ment measurres to the Seecretary of
Co
ommerce thrrough the National Marine Fisheriess Service (NM
MFS).
Deecisions made by the Councils are no
ot final until they are approved or
parrtially approvved by the Secretary
S
of Commerce through NM
MFS. The
sevven states th
hat comprisee the Mid-Attlantic Counccil are New York,
1

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina.
The Council manages fisheries for 13 species: summer flounder, scup, black sea bass, bluefish, Atlantic
mackerel, short-finned squid (Illex), long-finned squid, butterfish, surfclams, ocean quahogs, tilefish, spiny
dogfish and monkfish. Spiny dogfish and monkfish are jointly managed with the New England Fishery
Management Council, while summer flounder, scup, black sea bass, bluefish, and spiny dogfish are comanaged with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC).

Redefining Goals for Rebuilt Fisheries
Over its 35 year history, the Council’s management efforts have largely been driven by rebuilding goals. For
most of the Council’s managed fisheries, these goals have been achieved. In June 2012, none of the
Council’s fisheries with biological reference points were determined to be overfished, and none were
subject to overfishing. Although all management decisions are directed by the guidelines of the ten National
Standards in the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, the Council has some
flexibility to refine its management strategies for rebuilt fisheries in order to optimize ecological
sustainability, industry productivity, and recreational enjoyment.
The Council is at a pivotal point. The Visioning and Strategic Planning Project was initiated to define success
and establish long-term goals for the future. The outcomes of the project will be a vision, a goal
statement, and a strategic plan for the next ten years.
 A vision will describe the desired future state of the Council’s managed fisheries and the Council
process.
 The goal statement will delineate the specific objectives that the Council intends to reflect in its
actions and management decisions. These objectives should be designed to help the Council achieve
the vision.
 The strategic plan is a detailed framework that includes the goals, specific objectives, actions,
timelines, and metrics of success. This plan will provide the specifics for moving from the current
state towards the desired future state.
Developing a comprehensive vision and strategic plan is an enormous task for the Council, but the potential
benefits are substantial. Improvements in the fisheries management process could create social, economic,
and ecological benefits for all stakeholder groups. Clarifying management goals will ensure that the
Council’s management decisions are designed to achieve those goals. Also, a detailed definition of success
will enable the measurement of progress and proactive identification of areas for improvement. Finally, a
forward-looking approach will improve the Council’s capacity for maintaining regulatory stability.

Stakeholder Participation
When the Council initiated the Visioning and Strategic Planning Project, it was clear that engaging
stakeholders would be critical. As a result, the Council solicited perspectives of its diverse constituents,
including commercial and recreational fishermen, members of environmental organizations, seafood
consumers, scientists, and others. From September 2011 through February 2012, the Council gathered
feedback from constituents through surveys, roundtable sessions, and position letters.
Unlike traditional opportunities for public comment in the Council process in which the scope is generally
limited to a particular issue or fishery, stakeholders were given the chance to provide feedback on all topics
related to fisheries management in the Mid-Atlantic. Broad discussion questions included:
 Which aspects of management are effective and which are ineffective?
 How can we improve stakeholder engagement?
2



What should our goals be beyond rebuilding stocks and preventing overfishing?

Over the 20-week period, the Council gathered feedback from more than 1,500 individuals through
multiple methods. Participation was divided among the various methods as follows:
 1,253 online survey responses
 1,048 fishery-specific survey responses
 220 participants in 20 roundtable sessions throughout the region
 12 position letters received from environmental non-government organizations (ENGOs), state
resource departments, and fishing organizations
The data represent a broad range of perspectives from a cross-section of the Council’s stakeholders.
Perspectives were influenced by a number of variables, including but not limited to: state of residence,
fishery(s) of interest, age, duration of interest, participation in the fishery(s), personal history of negative or
positive impacts stemming from management decisions, other personal perspectives, social status, and/or
economic status. Efforts were made to quantify and understand these variables, but substantial
generalizations of “stakeholder group perspectives” were necessary in order to synthesize the information
in an informative way.
Four main stakeholder groups were used to summarize data themes:
1. Commercial Industry: includes participants who identified themselves as vessel owner/operators,
Captains, seafood processors, fishing industry representatives, and vessel crew members, among
others.
2. Recreational Sector: includes participants who identified themselves as recreational fishermen,
recreational industry, and for-hire operators or crew.
3. Environmental Non-Governmental Organization (ENGO)
4. Interested Public: includes participants who identified themselves as recreational user (boating,
diver, etc.), state or local government, federal government, academic institution, non-governmental
organization, elected government official, or interested public. Note that there was insufficient
participation from this category to produce a theme summary.

Stakeholder Themes
COMMON STAKEHOLDER THEMES
Several “big picture” themes were common across all stakeholder groups. Though specific concerns of each
group varied, these common themes reflect shared interests and may serve as foundational elements for
identifying challenges in the current system and developing goals for the future. Common themes among all
stakeholder groups include:
 There is a lack of confidence in the data that drive fishery management decisions.
 Stakeholders are not as involved in the Council process as they can and should be.
 Different jurisdictions and regulations among the many fishery management organizations result in
complexity and inconsistency.
 There is a need for increased transparency and communications in fisheries management.
 The dynamics of the ecosystem and food web should be considered to a greater extent in fisheries
management decisions.
 Stakeholders are not adequately represented on the Council.
 Pollution is negatively affecting the health of fish stocks.
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COMMERCIAL INDUSTRY THEME SUMMARY










Lack of confidence in the science and data used in the decision-making process makes
it difficult to have faith in the Council’s management decisions. Fishery-independent and
fishery-dependent data are often inaccurate and lack credibility. The NMFS trawl survey and the
observer program are areas of great concern with respect to data collection. In addition, there is
resistance by scientists and managers to involve experienced fishermen in the data collection and
stock assessment process.
Inconsistent state and federal regulations lead to inefficient fishing practices. Variance
between state and federal regulations can result in unnecessary discards, inefficient fishing practices,
and other negative outcomes. In addition, the requirement to land fish in particular states due to
quota restrictions associated with state-by-state quotas necessitates traveling much longer distances
and burning additional fuel.
Rising costs, inconsistent fishing regulations, and market pressures make it increasingly
challenging to run an economically viable commercial fishing business. Unpredictable
fishing regulations lead to a less stable supply of fish in the market, reduce market opportunities,
negatively impact demand and price, and create a highly uncertain future for some of the region’s
commercial fisheries. The high cost of fuel has made commercial fishing less profitable.
There is a lack of trust in the Council and the Council process. Input from commercial
participants has not been considered in the Council process, and fishermen have become
increasingly disenfranchised. The needs of commercial industry are not fairly represented, partially
due to a lack of commercial industry representatives on the Council.
Ecosystem factors are impacting the availability of fish. There is currently an overabundance
of predators in the ocean, including cormorants, dogfish, marine mammals, and striped bass, among
others.
RECREATIONAL SECTOR THEME SUMMARY









The methods for collecting and estimating recreational effort and catch data are
unreliable and reduce anglers’ confidence in management decisions. The Marine
Recreational Fisheries Statistics Surveys (MRFSS) data are inaccurate. The data do not reflect actual
recreational fishing effort or catch, and it is uncertain whether the new Marine Recreational
Information Program (MRIP) will bring about significant improvements in catch estimates. The
recreational fishing community in the region wants to contribute to the improvement of the
recreational catch data.
Management strategies do not always encourage sustainable recreational fishing.
Regulations can be wasteful, such as high size limits that result in regulatory discards. High size limits
encourage targeting of primarily large breeding fish, reducing the productivity of the resource.
Recreational fishermen are looking for reasonable and fair access to the fisheries.
Regulations such as closures, size limits, and bag limits make it hard to take home a fish. Quotas
should be more equitable with the commercial industry. Recreational access is not equitable within
the states in the region due to existing state-by-state quotas.
The Council does not adequately communicate how and when recreational fishermen
can participate in the process. There is an opportunity to increase recreational awareness and
involvement by better leveraging the network of fishing clubs and the reach of media.
Ecosystems considerations are critical to the health and sustainability of the resource.
Key concerns are habitat destruction, water quality, and overfishing of forage fish.
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ENVIRONMENTAL NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION (ENGO) THEME SUMMARY









To better understand the health of fisheries, the Council needs more accurate and
reliable data. Effective fisheries management is impossible without adequate observer coverage,
monitoring, and estimation of incidental catch.
The Council must adhere to a precautionary approach to fisheries management. Given
the high levels of uncertainty and the inherent risks of managing to maximum sustainable yield,
additional precaution should be incorporated into management decisions.
The Council should transition to ecosystem-based management approaches. Predatorprey dynamics need to be more fully-integrated in to management plans and/or the Council should
develop an ecosystem plan that provides a framework for incorporating ecosystem considerations
into the Council process.
The ongoing depletion of forage species is a serious concern and should be given full
attention by the Council. Many forage species are under pressure but are not managed under a
fishery management plan. Their importance to the ecosystem and to other economically valuable
fisheries should be grounds for greater consideration.
Protection of fish habitat must be a top priority. There are areas of essential habitat that are
unprotected from destructive fishing practices. Fisheries management needs to include habitat
management strategies.
COMMON VISION

While the majority of stakeholder input revolved around issues, challenges, and concerns, the Council was
also interested in understanding how stakeholders envision successful fisheries and fisheries management in
the future. All survey or roundtable participants were asked about their vision for mid-Atlantic fisheries.
Many of their responses were shared by members of all groups. Characteristics of a common vision for
mid-Atlantic fisheries include:
 Fish populations are thriving and are harvested at sustainable levels.
 Management decisions are based on sound data and science.
 There is equitable consideration of the needs of diverse stakeholder groups; the interest of no one
stakeholder group outweighs another.
 There is little waste in the fisheries, and regulatory discards are minimal.
 More stakeholders are involved in the management process.
CONCLUSION
The majority of stakeholders who provided input for this research effort reported that they rarely or never
participate in the Council process. Many participants commented that the surveys and roundtable sessions
were welcome opportunities to provide feedback and learn more about the Council. It was apparent that
many were encouraged by the outreach efforts, but participants also expressed skepticism that a vision and
strategic plan would result in substantial changes in the Council process or fisheries management in the
mid-Atlantic.
This research effort has helped build trust with stakeholders and has improved communications. The
Council’s demonstration of commitment to the stakeholders’ input will be equally important. As the
Council moves forward with the next steps of this project, it is imperative that the concerns described in
this report be recognized and addressed. Incorporating stakeholder input in to the vision, goals, and
strategic plan in a straightforward and transparent manner will help the Council build upon the trust that
was gained through the initial stage of the project.
5

Vision and Strategic Planning Approach

VISION AND STRATEGIC PLANNING APPROACH
At the onset of this project, the Council formed a Visioning Committee to design an approach for
gathering stakeholder input for the development of a vision, goal statement, and strategic plan. The
Visioning Committee laid out a plan that identified four phases:
 Phase 1: Develop Roadmap (March – May 2011) – define the activities and timing of the
overall Visioning and Strategic Planning Project.
 Phase 2: Gather Data (June 2011 – February 2012) – gather data from Council constituents
through surveys, roundtable sessions, and position letters.
 Phase 3: Develop Vision and Goals (June 2012 – October 2012) – use stakeholder data
report as a starting point and foundation for the development of a Vision and Goals.
 Phase 4: Develop Strategic Plan (October 2012 – April 2013) – develop a strategic plan
to achieve the Council’s Vision and Goals.
This report summarizes the results of Phase 2: Gather Data.

Data-Gathering Methodology
Strategic planning requires that an organization first have an accurate understanding of the current
state of the organization itself and its surrounding environment. To accurately assess the current
state of mid-Atlantic fisheries and management, it was essential that the Council solicit stakeholder
input. Although stakeholder engagement is an important component of fisheries management, it has
become clear in recent years that only a small fraction of stakeholders were actually participating in
the Council’s management process. As a result, the Council initiated a data gathering effort to gain a
broader, more detailed understanding of stakeholders’ perspectives.
The purpose of the data-gathering phase was to develop a report that synthesizes the interests,
concerns, priorities, and recommendations of the Council’s many diverse stakeholders. The datagathering methodology was designed with the specific objective of characterizing stakeholder input in
a format that will be useful to the Council while maintaining the validity of the data and avoiding
oversimplification.
The Council formed an Advisory Panel composed of representatives from the commercial industry,
recreational sector, and ENGOs. The Advisory Panel provided guidance regarding data gathering
methods and communication strategies for encouraging participation.
Based on feedback from the Advisory Panel, three primary methods were used to gather data:
 Surveys: Two types of questionnaires available to anyone interested in mid-Atlantic fisheries
 Roundtable Sessions: Informal, interactive sessions with approximately 8 to 12 participants,
generally segmented by stakeholder/user group
 Position Letters: Letters submitted by organizations summarizing key concerns and
suggestions
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SURVEYS
Two types of surveys were used to collect information:
1. A general survey including questions related to:
a. Demographics
b. Goals and priorities
c. Issues impacting economic performance and/or recreational fishing experience
d. Challenges and concerns
e. Council performance
2. Fishery-specific surveys for each of the Council’s managed fisheries including questions
regarding:
a. Stock status
b. Effectiveness of management strategies
c. Recommendations
Links to both types of surveys were made available on the Council website from September 15, 2011
through February 29, 2012. The Council announced the availability of the survey via press release.
Council staff utilized targeted communication strategies throughout the data gathering phase to
encourage stakeholders to participate in the survey. Emails, phone calls, newspaper and magazine
articles, social media, and participation at coastal events (e.g., fishing and boat shows, harbor days,
coast day) were all used to encourage broad public participation. Staff contacted leaders of fishing
organizations, associations, and clubs to request their assistance in sharing the surveys with members
of their organizations. Hard copy surveys were made available upon request.
ROUNDTABLE SESSIONS
20 facilitated roundtable sessions were held with small groups of constituents from the commercial
industry, recreational sector, and environmental organizations. The sessions were designed to be
informal and interactive discussions about challenges, opportunities, and goals for the Council’s
managed fisheries. The limited number of participants at each meeting was intended to promote indepth discussions. SRA’s Touchstone Consulting Group facilitated the sessions to keep the
discussions focused and to provide an objective source for recording the discussions. Two to three
Council members and Council staff participated as observers in each session. Their role in the session
was to listen and answer questions asked by participants, not to “correct” perceptions or influence
the discussion.
Participants for these sessions were identified through referrals from within the community. First
Advisory Panel members, Council staff, and Council members identified points of contact for each
session location. These points of contact then recommended session “hosts,” credible leaders in the
community who could help identify session venues and encourage representative constituents to
participate. Dates, times, and venues for these sessions were selected to accommodate participant
needs and encourage attendance. Each session had approximately 8 to 12 participants and lasted 2 to
3 hours.
A complete list of the dates and locations of sessions is included in the Total Stakeholder
Participation section (Tables 2, 3 and 4).
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POSITION LETTERS
Any organization had the opportunity to submit an official position letter. The Council website
published guidelines for submitting a position letter, including guiding questions, such as:
 What aspects of the existing management system are working and which are not working?
 What are the greatest challenges facing mid-Atlantic fisheries today?
 What would successful fisheries and fisheries management in the mid-Atlantic look like?
 Does your organization have specific recommendations for how the Council can improve its
performance?
Position letters were used to supplement data collection and provide a method to collect input from
constituent organizations.
DATA ANALYSIS APPROACH
Data from surveys, roundtable sessions, and position letters were reviewed and organized into six
general theme categories:
A. Information and Data – includes themes related to science, data, and research
B. Management Strategies – includes themes related to existing and future fishery
management strategies
C. Economic Challenges – includes themes related to economic concerns and how fishery
management decisions impact economics
D. Communication and Public Participation – includes themes related to the Council
process, communications, and public engagement
E. Governance – includes themes related to stakeholder representation, decision-making
processes, and the organizational frameworks that are used to make management decisions.
F. Ecosystems – includes themes related to changes in the ecosystem and on-the water
observations.
*These six categories were intended to organize the information received from all stakeholders; they are
not representative of any particular stakeholder group’s issues or priorities. Note that not every theme
category is present in every stakeholder group section.

Within each stakeholder group, the data were further analyzed to identify emergent themes or
common patterns. These themes are organized by the relevant categories (A-F listed above). The
data analysis process entailed an iterative review of the data and themes to develop a comprehensive
summation of ideas and perspectives. The themes synthesize the information gathered from each
stakeholder group and are intended to present a summary of the most frequently cited issues.

Stakeholder Participation
More than 1500 constituents participated in the survey and/or roundtable sessions. The data
gathering effort resulted in:
 1,253 general survey responses
 1,048 fishery-specific survey responses
 20 roundtable sessions throughout the region with 220 participants
 12 position letters from ENGOs, state resource departments, and fishing organizations
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SURVEY RESPOND
DENTS
Over the 24
4-week data gathering peeriod, 1,253 individuals responded tto the generral survey.
Respondentts were askeed to select one
o primaryy role that thhey play in m
mid-Atlantic fisheries, and on a
subsequent question weere allowed to select mu
ultiple roles.. Thirteen diifferent “prim
mary roles” were
represented
d in the survvey data, with
h the majoriity of responndents identtifying their pprimary rolee as
“Recreation
nal Fishermen” or “Com
mmercial Fish
herman, Induustry, or Asssociation” (T
Table 1).
Table 1: Seelf-identified roles of surrvey respond
dents in midd-Atlantic fishheries. Resppondents seleected
one “Primarry Role” (firsst column) and
a were allo
owed to seleect multiple roles (descrribed in “All Roles”
column) on a subsequen
nt question.
Descriptio
on
Primary
y Role All Roles
Recreationaal Fisherman

717

9688

Commerciaal Fisherman,, Industry, or Associatio
on

205

2455

For Hire Op
perator or Crew
C

71

1200

Interested Public
P

69

2522

Recreationaal User (boatting, diver, etc.)
e

52

3755

Environmen
ntal Non-Go
overnmental Organizatio
on (ENGO)

30

60

State or Loccal Governm
ment

29

47

Federal Govvernment

24

24

Recreationaal Industry (b
bait and tackkle, etc.)

22

61

Academic In
nstitution

20

29

Non-Goverrnmental Orgganization (N
NGO)

12

31

Elected Govvernment Official

1

4

Other

1

53

Grand Totaal

1253

22669

The majoritty of survey respondentss indicated that they nevver participaate in the Co
ouncil proceess or
that they on
nly participatte “once eveery several years”
y
(Figurre 1). 11% o
of survey resspondents reeported
that they paarticipate “arround six tim
mes a year or
o more.”
500
400

437
266
2

300

217
2

200

198
1

1135

100
0

Neever

Oncee every
severaal years

Oncee a year

Aroun
nd three
timess a year

und six
Arou
times a year or
m
more

Figure 1: Frequency
F
off participatio
on in the Co
ouncil’s manaagement pro
ocess by all ssurvey respo
ondents.
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ROUNDTABLE SESSION PARTICIPANTS
Roundtable sessions were held in locations where communities held a substantial interest in midAtlantic fisheries. Tables 2, 3 and 4 display the locations and summarize the number of participants at
each session.
Table 2: Roundtable session participation
Table 3: Roundtable session participation
count by meeting location, commercial
count by meeting location, recreational
participants
participants
Commercial Industry
Recreational Sector
Participants
Participants
Sessions
Sessions
Atlantic City, New
Little Egg Harbor, New
10
17
Jersey
Jersey
Barnegat Light, New
Ocean Pines, Maryland
9
11
Jersey
Raleigh, North Carolina 11
Belford, New Jersey
8
Riverhead, New York
13
Cape May, New Jersey
14
Virginia Beach, Virginia
21
Chatham, Massachusetts 11
Total Recreational
71
Chincoteague, Virginia
3
Participants
Hampton, Virginia
3
Hatteras, North
Table 4: Roundtable session participation
15
Carolina
count by meeting location, ENGO participants
Lynnhaven, Virginia
17
ENGO Session
Participants
Montauk, New York
15
Washington, DC
9
New Bedford,
9
Massachusetts
Ocean City, Maryland
5
Point Judith, Rhode
8
Island
Stonington, Connecticut 11
Total Participants
140
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POSITION LETTERS
Twelve position letters (see Appendix C) were received over the course of data gathering phase.
Position letters were received from the following organizations:
 Garden State Seafood Association
 The Great Egg Harbor Watershed Association & River Council
 Long Island Commercial Fishing Association
 Maryland Coastal Bays Program
 Maryland Department of Natural Resources
 National Association of Charterboat Operators
 National Coalition for Marine Conservation
 Natural Resources Defense Council
 New Jersey Council of Diving Clubs
 Oceana
 Pew Environment Group
 Shinnecock Marlin and Tuna Club
The content from position letters was analyzed and incorporated into the themes of the stakeholder
group that the submitting organization represents. The position letters have been attached in
Appendix C to ensure that all submittals are fully considered by the Council.
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STAKEHOLDER THEMES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Several “big picture” themes were common across all stakeholder groups. Though specific concerns
of each group varied, these common themes reflect shared interests and may serve as foundational
elements for identifying challenges in the current system and developing goals for the future.
Common concerns among all stakeholder groups include:
 There is a lack of confidence in the data that drive fishery management decisions.
 Stakeholders are not as involved in the Council process as they can and should be.
 Different jurisdictions and regulations among the many fishery management organizations
result in complexity and inconsistency.
 There is a need for increased transparency and communications in fisheries management.
 The dynamics of the ecosystem and food web should be considered to a greater extent in
fisheries management decisions.
 Stakeholders are not adequately represented on the Council.
 Pollution is negatively affecting the health of fish stocks.
The majority of themes were specific to a stakeholder perspective. Survey participants were asked to
select one of twelve “roles” that they play in mid-Atlantic fisheries, with an “other” option to write in
any role that they felt was not included. Based on response rates for each role, some closely related
roles were combined in order to create comprehensive theme summaries. This method resulted in
four main “stakeholder group” categories:
 Commercial Industry: includes participants who identified themselves as vessel
owner/operators, captains, seafood processors, fishing industry representatives, and vessel
crew, among others.
 Recreational Sector: includes participants who identified themselves as recreational fishermen,
recreational industry, and for-hire operators or crew.
 Environmental Non-Governmental Organization (ENGO)
 Interested Public: includes participants who identified themselves as recreational user (boating,
diver, etc.), state or local government, federal government, academic institution, nongovernmental organization, elected government official, or interested public.
Results by stakeholder group include:
1. Participation: A participant profile for each data gathering mode (surveys, roundtable
sessions, position letters).
2. Summary of Themes: A concise, high-level summary of the overarching stakeholder issues
related to each of the six theme categories. This section includes information derived from all
applicable data gathering modes (surveys, roundtable sessions, position letters).
3. Themes and Recommendations: Specific themes related to each category, with
supporting observations and recommendations. This includes information derived from all
applicable data gathering modes (surveys, roundtable sessions, position letters).
4. Management Objectives: A table with the average ratings of importance for 17
management objectives. This information is derived exclusively from survey responses.
The Interested Public stakeholder section does not include “Summary of Themes” or “Themes and
Recommendations.” There was insufficient participation from this category to produce any themes.
The detailed results in the following sections are intended to provide a starting point for the Council
or any reader of this report to consider stakeholder perspectives in relation to past and future
management decisions. It is important to emphasize that there are substantial divergences of opinions
12
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even within the stakeholder groups described. Efforts were made to identify themes that were
relatively consistent within groups.
The ideas and concerns represent the perspectives of individuals who voluntarily participated in the
project and are not intended to reflect the viewpoints of all constituents or of the Council itself.
Tables 5, 6, and 7 on the following pages provide reference guides for all commercial, recreational,
and ENGO themes.
Table 5: Reference Table for Commercial Industry Themes
Theme Category

Theme Title

Information and
Data
Information and
Data
Information and
Data
Information and
Data
Information and
Data
Information and
Data
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies

A1. The science used by the Council lacks the accuracy, precision,
and detail needed to inform fishery management decisions.
A2. The methodology and implementation of the NMFS research
surveys create distrust within the industry.
A3. The commercial industry has little faith in data generated by the
observer program.
A4. There is too much of a time lag between data collection and
resulting management decisions.
A5. The reporting process is redundant and inefficient.
A6. There is not enough transparency and industry involvement in
the Research Set-Aside (RSA) funding program.
B1. Some management strategies result in discards that could be
avoided.
B2. The inability to land fish in the nearest port due to state-bystate regulations is a large source of frustration.
B3. The basis for setting quotas is unfair.

Economic
Challenges

B4. It is difficult to gain or maintain access to a fishery, and the
commercial industry is concerned that it will continue to be a
challenge in the future.
B5. Regulations are constantly changing, and the cumulative weight
of regulations from different management organizations is
overwhelming.
B6. The requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act
(MSRA) hinder the Council’s flexibility and authority when making
management decisions.
B7. Protected resources are given a disproportionate amount of
consideration in the regulatory process.
B8. Fishermen feel unduly persecuted by the Coast Guard in day-today interactions.
C1. Management strategies can often have negative impacts on
markets
C2. The economic impacts of regulations on the commercial fishing
industry are not given enough consideration in the fisheries
management process.

Economic
Challenges

C3. Rising fuel costs are a major challenge for economic success in
commercial fisheries.

Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Economic
Challenges

Page
Number
Page 18
Page 18
Page 19
Page 19
Page 19
Page 20
Page 20
Page 20
Page 20
Page 21

Page 21

Page 21

Page 22
Page 22
Page 22

Page 23

Page 23
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Communication
and Public
Participation
Communication
and Public
Participation
Communication
and Public
Participation
Governance
Governance
Ecosystems
Ecosystems
Ecosystems
Ecosystems

D1. Many commercial fishermen have stopped participating in the
Council process because they do not feel their voices are being
heard.
D2. Council meetings are intimidating and difficult to attend.

Page 24

Page 24

D3. The Council does not clearly communicate the main
components of its decision-making processes.
E1. There is a lack of appropriate industry representation on the
Council.
E2. The multitude of fishery management organizations results in
unnecessary complexity and confusion.
F1. Predators (e.g., cormorants, striped bass, marine mammals,
dogfish) are overabundant in the ocean.
F2. Pollution, development, and other human activities are damaging
the marine ecosystem.
F3. There is confusion and skepticism about ecosystem based
management (EBM).
F4. Fish are moving north as the ocean temperatures increase.

Page 24
Page 25
Page 25
Page 26
Page 26
Page 26
Page 26

Table 6: Reference Table for Recreational Sector Themes
Theme Category

Theme Title

Information and
Data
Information and
Data
Information and
Data

A1. Inaccurate MRFSS recreational fishing data has major negative
impacts on recreational fishing.
A2. The Council’s management actions are not consistent with
what the fishermen see on the water.
A3. The Council does not sufficiently consider economic impact
analyses when making recreational management decisions.
B1. Current recreational size limits encourage catching larger,
more fertile breeding fish which results in increased discard
mortality and reduced recreational enjoyment.
B2. To improve the recreational experience, there is a desire for
more access and more fishing opportunities.
B3. Seasonal closures result in transfers of effort into other
fisheries.
B4. Annual fluctuations and inconsistency in state and federal
fishing regulations are unreasonable.
B5. Regulations favor commercial fishermen over recreational
fishermen.
B6. The needs and differences between recreational user groups
are not adequately factored into management decisions.
C1. The greatest economic challenges for the recreational fishing
industry are shortened/closed seasons and substantial annual
fluctuations in regulations and/or quota.
C2. There is a fear among recreational fishermen that they will be
penalized drastically if they exceed their quota.
D1. Most recreational fishermen do not know how or when to

Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Economic
Challenges
Economic
Challenges
Communications

Page
Number
Page 29
Page 29
Page 30
Page 30
Page 30
Page 31
Page 31
Page 31
Page 31
Page 32
Page 32
Page 32
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and Participation
Communications
and Participation
Governance
Governance
Ecosystems
Ecosystems
Ecosystems
Ecosystems

participate in the Council process.
D2. Communications by the Council are often too difficult to
understand.
E1. Fishery management efforts by the different management
organizations are confusing and disjointed.
E2. Recreational fishing interests are not adequately represented in
the Council process.
F1. There has been a loss and degradation of fish habitat over the
last several decades.
F2. Pollution and human activities have caused substantial
degradation of water quality.
F3. There is excessive pressure on forage species due to the
number of predators and the commercial overfishing in forage
fisheries.
F4. Fish concentrations are moving further north as ocean
temperatures increase.

Page 33
Page 33
Page 33
Page 34
Page 34
Page 34
Page 34

Table 7: Reference Table for Environmental Non-Governmental (ENGO) Themes
Theme Category

Theme Title

Information and
Data
Information and
Data
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Management
Strategies
Communications
and Participation
Communications
and Participation

A1. Catch monitoring and at-sea observer coverage is insufficient.

Governance
Ecosystems
Ecosystems

A2. Cooperative research brings legitimacy to scientific decision
making and the Council’s management as a whole.
B1. The current ACL-setting system does not provide adequate
precautionary buffers to prevent overfishing.
B2. As part of a transition toward ecosystem-based management, it is
important to maintain abundant forage populations.
B3. Protection and monitoring of fish habitat are not emphasized as
key elements of sustainable fishery management.
B4. There is inadequate enforcement of both recreational and
commercial fisheries regulations.
C1. Communications must be elevated in importance to rebuild trust
across all stakeholder groups.
C2. The Council process is not as interactive and accessible as it
could be.
D1. There is complexity and insufficient coordination among fishery
management organizations.
E1. The current focus on single-species management does not
adequately account for the complexity of the ecosystem.
E2. Pollution and climate change will continue to substantially alter
ecosystem dynamics in the years to come.

Page
Number
Page 37
Page 38
Page 38
Page 39
Page 39
Page 40
Page 40
Page 40
Page 41
Page 41
Page 41
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Commercial Industry
The majority of commercial fishing industry data came from 14 roundtable sessions with 140 selfidentified commercial fishing industry participants (Table 2) and 245 general survey responses. Of the
245 general survey respondents, 205 identified “Commercial Industry or Representative” as a primary
role, and an additional 40 identified it as a secondary role. Additionally, commercial survey
respondents were given a list of 15 roles and asked to identify one or more roles that they play in the
commercial industry. Survey respondents also had the option to select “other.” The top two roles
selected were “Vessel Owner/Operator” and “Operator/Captain” (Figure 2).
Vessel Owner/Operator
Operator/Captain
Seafood Processor (owner or employee)
Vessel Owner
Seafood Dealer (owner or employee)
Fishing Industry Representative
Fishing Association
Seafood Marketing/Sales
Vessel Crew
Shoreside Labor
General Supplier (bait, ice, fuel
Vessel/Motor Maintenance
Other
Industry Family Member
Marine Equipment Supplier
Restaurant Industry

95
80
58
50
44
43
40
39
31
25
15
14
13
9
7
3
0

20

40

60

80

100

Figure 2: Distribution of survey participation among roles within the commercial fishing industry

Summary of Themes






Lack of confidence in the science and data used in the decision-making process
makes it difficult to have faith in the Council’s management decisions. Fisheryindependent and fishery-dependent data are often inaccurate and lack credibility. The NMFS
trawl survey and the observer program are areas of great concern with respect to data
collection. In addition, there is resistance by scientists and managers to involve experienced
fishermen in the data collection and stock assessment process.
Inconsistent state and federal regulations lead to inefficient fishing practices.
Variance between state and federal regulations can result in unnecessary discards,
inefficient fishing practices, and other negative outcomes. In addition, the
requirement to land fish in particular states due to quota restrictions associated with state-bystate quotas necessitates traveling much longer distances and burning additional fuel.
Rising costs, inconsistent fishing regulations, and market pressures make it
increasingly challenging to run an economically viable commercial fishing
business. Unpredictable fishing regulations lead to a less stable supply of fish in the market,
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reduce market opportunities, negatively impact demand and price, and create a highly
uncertain future for some of the region’s commercial fisheries. The high cost of fuel has made
commercial fishing less profitable.
There is a lack of trust in the Council and the Council process. Input from
commercial participants has not been considered in the Council process, and fishermen have
become increasingly disenfranchised. The needs of commercial industry are not fairly
represented, partially due to a lack of commercial industry representatives on the Council.
Ecosystem factors are impacting the availability of fish. There is currently an
overabundance of predators in the ocean, including cormorants, dogfish, marine mammals,
and striped bass, among others.

Detailed Themes and Recommendations
INFORMATION AND DATA
Theme 1:

The science used by the Council lacks the accuracy, precision, and detail needed to
inform fishery management decisions.

Commercial Observations:
 Fishery managers rely too much on the data collected and generated by the National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS).
 Industry observations and fishery-dependent data are not regarded as legitimate sources of
data for use in the management process.
 There is insufficient collection of socioeconomic data, and the existing datasets are not being
used to inform management decisions.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Utilize study fleet and industry surveys to supplement fishery independent data for stock
assessments.
 Expand the study fleet and other collaborative research efforts.
Theme 2:

The methodology and implementation of the NMFS research surveys create distrust
within the industry.

Commercial Observations:
 The survey methodology is not designed to adapt to changes in environmental variables (i.e.,
ocean currents and weather conditions).
 There are not enough locations sampled by the surveys to yield accurate stock information.
 The NMFS trawl survey samples are not reflective of actual fish distributions.
 The fishing gear used for research surveys is not always used correctly.
 The surveys lack sufficient involvement by current, experienced fishery participants.
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Commercial Recommendations:
 Involve fishermen to a greater extent in the planning and implementation of existing trawl
surveys.
 Expand the use of commercial fishing vessels and fishermen to conduct independent survey
work within the region. (e.g., NEAMAP)
 Continue to work with industry and academic partners and invest in new technologies to
improve fish surveys, such as acoustic or video surveys.
Theme 3:

The commercial industry has little faith in data generated by the observer program.

Commercial Observations:
 Observers are not held accountable to the observer program protocols.
 Most observers are not qualified and/or do not have the experience needed to adequately
perform their duties.
 There is insufficient quality control on the data that are collected.
 Some observers treat fishermen and their vessels with a lack of respect.
 Observers are an expensive investment and should yield valuable data that help inform
management, not just data that inform closures or marine mammal protection.
 The observer data are rarely used in the management process and/or the observers are
unable to explain to fishermen how the data are used.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Focus on improving the quality of observer data and utilizing the results in stock assessments
and the management process along other current data sources.
 Hold the observers to stricter standards for performance and behavior.
 Verify data from the observer program using a qualified third party.
Theme 4:

There is too much of a time lag between data collection and resulting management
decisions.

Commercial Observations:
 Some of the datasets that inform management decisions are not used until a year (or more)
after it they are collected. This time lag is longer than the life span of some species, meaning
that management decisions may not be based on the current stock status.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Collect, analyze, and incorporate data into the management process as close to real-time as
possible. This should be a high priority for species where closures are likely.
 Build on progress of groups like Massachusetts’ School for Marine Science and Technology
(SMAST) in creating real-time monitoring and information-sharing among fishermen.
 Increase the frequency of stock assessments to better estimate current population sizes and
age distributions.
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Theme 5:

The reporting process is redundant and inefficient.

Commercial Observations:
 There are too many reports to fill out on the same fish. Redundant information is provided to
both the state and federal government, and there is concern that there is double-counting of
fish landings.
 Paper reporting is inefficient and is not conducive to the fishing work environment.
 The requirement for fishermen to report every day that they do not fish is an unnecessary
burden.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Streamline the reporting system to maximize efficiency for fishermen and managers (including
electronic reporting options).
 Work toward one reporting form for all fisheries and all management organizations.
Theme 6:

There is not enough transparency and industry involvement in the Research Set-Aside
(RSA) funding program.

Commercial Observations:
 It is difficult to understand RSA decision-making and priorities.
 Only a small group of grantees receive funding from the program.
Commercial Recommendation:
 Make the role of the fishing industry more significant in determining research set-aside
program priorities and making decisions about how RSA funds are allocated.
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Theme 1:

Some management strategies result in discards that could be avoided.

Commercial Observations:
 Daily quotas and closed seasons result in discards and mortality of incidental catch.
 State-by-state regulations are set up so that some species can only be landed in different
states at certain times. Fishermen may be forced to discard fish that were caught on the same
tow or trip but cannot be landed in the same state.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Consider cumulative or weekly trip limits and other ways to reduce regulatory discards by
adapting management to the historical 'mixed trawl' fishery in the mid-Atlantic.
 Increase coordination among state and federal management organizations with the goal of
eliminating regulatory discards.
 Consider ‘full retention fishing’ as a way to limit or eliminate discards, bring the fish that are
abundant to market, stabilize fish prices, and incentivize good fishing practices.
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Theme 2:

The inability to land fish in the nearest port due to state-by-state regulations is a large
source of frustration.

Commercial Observations:
 Quota restrictions associated with state-by-state quotas necessitates traveling much longer
distances, which exacerbates the problem of high fuel costs.
 Vessels from states with available quota can travel to fish in federal waters adjacent to states
whose quotas have already been caught. In these situations, local fishermen are restricted,
while out-of-state fishermen are able to fish.
Commercial Recommendation:
 Allow fishermen to land fish in any state and have it count against the quota of any state
where they are permitted.

Theme 3:
The basis for setting quotas is unfair.
Commercial Observations:
 In many cases, state quotas are based on outdated and arbitrary base year data, resulting in
some states with disproportionate shares (some too high and some too low). This is a
particular concern in New York State, where fishermen believe their historical catch was not
calculated correctly.
 Quotas were reduced during rebuilding, but fishermen don’t see any benefit or reward after
rebuilding.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Re-examine the way fish are allocated with contemporary data.
 Consider rebuilt stock status when setting quotas.
 Increase communications on quota setting decisions.
Theme 4:

It is difficult to gain or maintain access to a fishery, and the commercial industry is
concerned that it will continue to be a challenge in the future.

Commercial Observations:
 It is very difficult to enter some fisheries due to the high costs of boats and vessel permits.
Consequently, there are very few young fishermen entering the industry.
 Fish populations are migrating further north as ocean temperatures increase and fishermen
would like access to fish that swim into their traditional fishing areas.
 To maintain their permit or history, fishermen have to fish for certain species that they might
otherwise not target. This may lead to wasteful or unnecessary fishing and adverse effects on
market prices.
 Some fishermen are only breaking even and fear that if they stop fishing temporarily, they will
lose access to a fishery or it will be too difficult to regain entry if the economic environment
improves.
 There is a serious concern that implementation of catch share programs in the mid-Atlantic
would force fishermen out of the fisheries.
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Commercial Recommendation:
 Consider ways to improve access so that fishermen can target species that become abundant
in new areas.
Theme 5:

Regulations are constantly changing, and the cumulative weight of regulations from
different management organizations is overwhelming.

Commercial Observations:
 It is difficult to stay informed about regulations across state lines and management
jurisdictions.
 Regulations change so frequently that their effectiveness and impacts cannot be measured.
 The multitude of management entities, (regional fishery management councils, NMFS, ASMFC,
Coast Guard, state agencies) creates unreasonable complexity.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Consider multi-year specifications where possible to provide consistency in regulations and
allow sufficient time for the effectiveness and impacts of regulations to be measured.
 Provide a single, easy to use resource that summarizes all relevant fishing regulations in plain
language.
Theme 6:

The requirements of the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act (MSRA) hinder the
Council’s flexibility and authority when making management decisions.

Commercial Observations:
 The Council is an advisory body and does not have the authority to approve fishery
management actions unilaterally. NMFS must approve all management actions, which restricts
the Council’s flexibility in responding to its constituents needs.
 The MSRA’s mandatory ten-year rebuilding timeframe for fish species is too rigid and
arbitrary. The timeframe is not logical for some fish species that mature more slowly than
others or species that are not as economically valuable.
 The Council is unable to re-write the MSRA.
Commercial Recommendation:
 Eliminate the MSRA’s mandatory ten-year rebuilding timeline in favor of a more flexible
approach.
Theme 7:

Protected resources are given a disproportionate amount of consideration in the
regulatory process.

Commercial Observations:
 Regulations to protect certain species are unnecessary in areas where interactions with these
species are rare (e.g., harbor porpoises in southern states).
 An increase in abundance of protected species leads to an increase in interactions with them,
creating a potential cycle that restricts fishing activity.
 Protected resources actions under the Endangered Species Act and Marine Mammal
Protection Act contribute significantly to the uncertainty of the economic future of some
fisheries within the region.
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Commercial Recommendations:
 Consider the needs of the fishing community to a greater extent when setting protected
resource regulations.
Theme 8:

Fishermen feel unduly persecuted by the Coast Guard in day-to-day interactions.

Commercial Observations:
 Members of the Coast Guard are often intimidating and confrontational when boarding boats
and interacting with fishermen.
 Treatment by the Coast Guard further harms the public’s perception of fishermen.
 Some fishermen noted that they would be unlikely to seek help from the Coast Guard due to
the hostility that they had experienced.
ECONOMIC CHALLENGES
Theme 1:

Management strategies can often have negative impacts on markets

Commercial Observations:
 The "derby-style" quota fisheries create pressure for fishermen to catch as much as possible
as soon as the season opens. This flux of fishing effort tends to flood the market with fish and
drive the price down.
 Single-species management does not consider the impact of closures on other fisheries. When
one fishery closes, fishermen shift their effort to other fisheries. This puts acute pressure on
certain populations throughout the year and reduces market stability.
 Large fluctuations in available quota from year to year can negatively influence the price of fish
due to excess fish supply.
 Once a market for a species is lost, it is hard to rebuild both the demand for the fish and the
processing capacity.
 Domestic seafood products lose market share to imported products due to the low prices
and ready availability of imports.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Several mid-Atlantic species should be managed as a ‘mixed trawl’ fishery in order to
distribute effort throughout the year and prevent sudden shifts of effort.
 Consider full retention of catch.
 Avoid closures of fisheries to the extent possible to maintain reliable markets.
 Implement incremental changes in quota to help maintain a stable price and availability of the
product.
 Support marketing campaigns for domestic fisheries.
Theme 2:

The economic impacts of regulations on the commercial fishing industry are not given
enough consideration in the fisheries management process.

Commercial Observations:
 Despite the fact that the majority of the region’s fisheries are rebuilt, some of the commercial
fisheries consider their economic viability to be highly uncertain in the future.
 Businesses cannot make long-term plans or investments because regulations are
unpredictable.
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Required gear modifications are costly and hard to predict.
Fishery closures and heavy restrictions result in loss of commercial fishing infrastructure. This
infrastructure is very hard to reestablish and finance even if regulations are liberalized in
subsequent years.
Increasing costs are a particular challenge for smaller fishing operations competing with larger,
vertically-integrated businesses.

Commercial Recommendations:
 Incorporate additional economic analyses into management decisions.
 Consider the long-term economic impacts of management decisions and the economic
importance of regulatory stability.
 Communicate decisions in a timely manner and provide as much lead time as possible to allow
for fishermen to plan for their business.
Theme 3:

Rising fuel costs are a major challenge for economic success in commercial fisheries.

Commercial Observations:
 Increasing fuel costs have led to reduced profits for many fishing businesses.
 The combined impact of trip limits, low quotas, high fuel costs, and low Catch Per Unit Effort
(CPUE) may inhibit profitability altogether.
Commercial Recommendation:
 Consider the effects of higher fuel costs on fishing businesses when planning and setting
regulations.
COMMUNICATION AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Theme 1:

Many commercial fishermen have stopped participating in the Council process because
they do not feel their voices are being heard.

Commercial Observations:
 There is a belief that public comments from fishermen have little influence on management
decisions.
 A lack of trust exists because the Council has not listened to fishermen’s recommendations in
the past.
 Fishermen are not treated with respect by fishery managers and scientists.
 The Visioning and Strategic Planning project could improve the Council’s relationship with the
fishing industry if it results in clear steps to address the industry’s concerns.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Consider holding regular roundtable sessions with the fishing industry in home ports
throughout the region to have a regular, open dialogue with the Council.
 Clearly communicate upcoming issues and meeting topics for fishermen ahead of time so that
they provide input at the appropriate point in the process.
 Demonstrate understanding of the fishing industry’s concerns and share progress towards
implementing their recommendations.
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Theme 2:

Council meetings are intimidating and difficult to attend.

Commercial Observations:
 Fishermen’s lack of public speaking experience is a disadvantage in the public comment
process because some stakeholder groups have paid representatives that seem to get more
attention from the Council.
 It is too expensive to travel to Council meetings and lose a day of fishing.
 The set-up of Council meetings makes it difficult to know which Council member is speaking.
 Many fishermen do not know which Council members represent their own state or the
interests of the fishing industry.
 The public microphone is starkly situated at Council meetings in a setting that is already
intimidating.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Film Council meetings and make them available on the internet.
 Utilize conference calls and web-ex meetings with fishermen to get input on specific issues
prior to Council decisions.
 Distribute summaries of meeting minutes to fishermen via email and on the Council website.
Theme 3:

The Council does not clearly communicate the main components of its decisionmaking processes.

Commercial Observations:
 Council communications do not sufficiently explain the scientific basis for decisions or
describe the process that lead to final decisions.
 The Council can do a better job explaining the impacts of decisions on fishermen.
 Regulations seem arbitrary and politically-driven in the absence of clear communication about
the science and decision-making process.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Provide materials that explain what and why decisions are made using language and a format
that fishermen understand. Include sufficient background materials so that the decisions make
sense in the big picture.
GOVERNANCE
Theme 1:

There is a lack of appropriate industry representation on the Council.

Commercial Observations:
 Councils are required to reflect the interests of their constituent States. This is impossible
when few Council members actually represent the commercial fishing industry’s perspective.
Reliance on a single commercial representative ignores the diversity of the fishing industry.
 There are not enough people with 'on the water experience' on the Council and involved at
all levels of the process.
 Even when fishermen are involved in the process at the appropriate time, special interests and
politics seem to dominate decision making at the Council.
 Some states that have a major stake in mid-Atlantic fisheries, such as Connecticut and Rhode
Island, are not represented on the Council at all.
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The Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council is not able to vote on important fisheries in the
region that are managed by the New England Fishery Management Council (e.g., sea scallops).

Commercial Recommendations:
 Ensure that the interests of all commercial industry members who land mid-Atlantic species
are represented.
 In the absence of true commercial industry representation, the Council should consider
alternative methods of incorporating industry input in a meaningful way in the decision making
process.
 Allow the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council to have voting rights on fisheries that are
important to the region that are managed by the New England Fishery Management Council.
Theme 2:

The multitude of fishery management organizations results in unnecessary complexity
and confusion.

Commercial Observations:
 Many fish are unnecessarily managed by multiple organizations.
 It is unclear which management organizations manage which fisheries.
 The jurisdictions and roles of different management organizations are unclear.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Clearly communicate the responsibilities and jurisdictions of the different fishery management
organizations.
 Work to increase coordination among the fishery management organizations in state and
federal waters.
ECOSYSTEMS
Theme 1:

Predators (e.g., cormorants, striped bass, marine mammals, dogfish) are overabundant
in the ocean.

Commercial Observations:
 Predators have a major impact on forage species, which are important to sustaining the stocks
of the commercially important species.
 Conservation of some predatory species of fish (i.e., bluefish, dogfish, striped bass) may be
having adverse impacts on other historically important fisheries like summer flounder and
weakfish.
 The growth of the dogfish population has become a nuisance for fishermen coast-wide.
Commercial Recommendations:
 Consider predator-prey dynamics more comprehensively during the management process.
 Increase dogfish quota to relieve predatory pressure on other species.
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Theme 2:

Pollution, development, and other human activities are damaging the marine
ecosystem.

Commercial Observations:
 Ecosystem degradation resulting from human activities and land development is most
noticeable in the in-shore area, including estuaries.
 Various pollutants, including chemicals that are sprayed on lawns and in agricultural practices,
are creating dead zones and harming essential fish habitat.
 Poor water quality near the coasts is reducing visibility for certain fish and forcing them
offshore.
 Beach replenishment disturbs/destroys shoal areas and can disrupt natural fish distributions.
Commercial Recommendation:
 Increase cooperation with in-shore partners to reduce the effects of pollution and land
development on marine ecosystems.
Theme 3:

There is confusion and skepticism about ecosystem based management (EBM).

Commercial Observations:
 EBM is essentially a new form of area management that will result in more closed areas and
additional restrictions.
 It is not possible to manage or control ecosystems given the sheer complexity of the task.
 EBM can only result in more restrictive management measures and create additional
challenges for the already-struggling commercial industry.
Theme 4:

Fish are moving north as the ocean temperatures increase.

Commercial Observations:
 Species are encountered further north than historical migration patterns.
 Trends in incidental catch are changing as fish move further north and fishermen experience
more interactions with certain species in non-traditional locations.
Commercial Recommendation:
 Prioritize an industry-led research agenda that includes real-time monitoring of environmental
conditions and fish distributions in the ocean.
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Management Objectives: Commercial Industry
Survey respondents were asked to rate the importance of the following 17 management objectives on
a scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (extremely important), The average ratings of the commercial
industry respondents is depicted in Table 8.
Table 8: Average rating of management objectives by commercial industry respondents.
Average
Management Objectives
Rating
4.5
Consider the importance of an active and viable fishing industry to coastal
communities
4.4

Consider the cumulative economic impact of regulations when making further
decisions about new regulations

4.3

Consider the economic impacts of individual management decisions

4.3

Promote long term flexibility in commercial fishing regulations

4.1

Maximize jobs from the sea

4.1

Balance fishing capacity with resource availability

3.9

Maximize commercial catch

3.9

Help to ensure a safe and modern fleet

3.8

Maximize commercial profits

3.8

Prevent overfishing

3.6

Consider how management decisions impact the ecosystem

3.6

Improve the system for monitoring fishing activities

3.5

Fairly balance the concerns of commercial and recreational fishing interests

3.4

Reduce bycatch

3.4

Fairly balance the concerns of users and non-users of the resources impacted by the
Council's decisions

3.3

Reduce impacts from fishing on protected resources

3.0

Reduce impacts from fishing on habitats
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Recreational Sector
Input from the recreational sector was primarily gathered through roundtable sessions and surveys.
Five roundtable sessions were held with a total of 71 recreational sector representatives, including
for-hire and charter boat owners and operators, private anglers, recreational fishing club members,
media, and tackle shop owners. Of those who participated in the general survey, 968 respondents
identified themselves as recreational fishermen, 120 as part of the for-hire sector, and 60 as members
of the recreational industry (e.g., bait and tackle). Additionally, 717 survey respondents identified
their primary role as recreational fishermen, 71 as members of the for-hire sector, and 22 as
members of the recreational industry. In addition to the survey responses and roundtable sessions,
two position letters were submitted by recreational fishing clubs.

Summary of Themes










The methods for collecting and estimating recreational effort and catch data are
unreliable and reduce anglers’ confidence in management decisions. The Marine
Recreational Fisheries Statistics Surveys (MRFSS) data are inaccurate. The data do not reflect
actual recreational fishing effort or catch, and it is uncertain whether the new Marine
Recreational Information Program (MRIP) will bring about significant improvements in catch
estimates. The recreational fishing community in the region wants to contribute to the
improvement of the recreational catch data.
Management strategies do not always encourage sustainable recreational fishing.
Regulations can be wasteful, such as high size limits that result in regulatory discards. High size
limits encourage targeting of primarily large breeding fish, reducing the productivity of the
resource.
Recreational fishermen are looking for reasonable and fair access to the fisheries.
Regulations such as closures, size limits, and bag limits make it hard to take home a fish.
Quotas should be more equitable with the commercial industry. Recreational access is not
equitable within the states in the region due to existing state-by-state quotas.
The Council does not adequately communicate how and when recreational
fishermen can participate in the process. There is an opportunity to increase
recreational awareness and involvement by better leveraging the network of fishing clubs and
the reach of media.
Ecosystems considerations are critical to the health and sustainability of the
resource. Key concerns are habitat destruction, water quality, and overfishing of forage fish.
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Detailed Themes and Recommendations
INFORMATION AND DATA
Theme 1:

Inaccurate MRFSS recreational fishing data has major negative impacts on recreational
fishing.

Recreational Observations:
 Inaccurate MRFSS catch data are the root of distrust with recreational fishermen. Until
recreational data is improved, it will be hard to build buy-in to the management process.
 Random phone calling and dockside intercepts are flawed survey methods that do not
represent actual recreational fishing effort or catch.
 The MRFSS data is being used for purposes that it was not originally designed (i.e., state level
allocation decisions). In many areas, there are believed to be major inconsistencies between
MRFSS catch estimates and actual catch.
 MRIP was expected to address these concerns, but it is unclear whether the MRIP data will be
of any higher quality or accuracy.
Recreational Recommendations:
 Increase the number of dockside intercepts with recreational fishermen to better represent
recreational effort and catch.
 Consider leveraging state license databases to generate a better estimate of effort.
 Create data collection pilot programs with the for-hire sector to supplement recreational
catch data.
 Consider multi-year data averaging to develop specifications.
 Utilize for-hire Vessel Trip Report (VTR) data in the stock assessment process.
 Develop a voluntary smartphone application or online portal for recreational fishermen to
enter their actual catch data.
Theme 2:

The Council’s management actions are not consistent with what the fishermen see on
the water.

Recreational Observations:
 Recreational fishermen observe changes in populations and species dynamics on the water in
real time, but these changes are not reflected in the data until it is too late to make timely
adjustments in management.
 The Council has lost credibility due to the disconnect between what fishermen see on the
water and the Council’s management actions.
Recreational Recommendation:
 Similar to some state efforts, compose a questionnaire to be distributed to recreational
fishermen at the end of the fishing year. Use this anecdotal information to better understand
trends and manage the fisheries more effectively on an annual basis.
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Theme 3:

The Council does not sufficiently consider economic impact analyses when making
recreational management decisions.

Recreational Observation:
 Recreational management measures can have far-reaching effects on coastal economies,
including tackle shops, hotels, marinas, restaurants, rental properties, and other tourismrelated businesses.
Recreational Recommendation:
 Develop and consider more comprehensive economic analyses of the impacts of recreational
management decisions.
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Theme 1:

Current recreational size limits encourage catching larger, more fertile breeding fish,
which results in increased discard mortality and reduced recreational enjoyment.

Recreational Observations:
 High size limits for important recreational species like black sea bass and summer flounder
result in a high rate of discards due to the frequent encounters with undersize fish.
 Fishermen prefer to leave the larger breeding fish in the water and generally prefer to eat
younger fish.
 Fishermen burn more fuel finding fish and are unhappy discarding undersize fish which may
die.
Recreational Recommendations:
 Consider slot limits for all species to minimize the mortality of larger breeding fish
(recommended primarily for summer flounder).
 Improve catch and release practices and decrease discard mortality by teaching fishermen the
benefits of circle or barbless hooks, de-hooking tools, wet rags, and air bladder relief needles.
Theme 2:

To improve the recreational experience, there is a desire for more access and more
fishing opportunities.

Recreational Observations:
 Long fishing seasons provide consistent opportunities throughout the year and are essential to
ensuring a good recreational experience.
 The average recreational fisherman is discouraged by unreasonably high size limits that make it
difficult to catch and keep a fish.
 Many recreational anglers are not looking for large quantities of keeper fish. Rather,
enjoyment of the fishing experience stems from interacting with larger fish and taking home
enough fish to feed the family or justify the cost of a fishing charter.
 The total economic value of the recreational sector is much greater than the commercial
sector, but is heavily dependent on consistent access to the fisheries.
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Recreational Recommendations:
 When establishing recreational specifications related to access to the fishery (i.e., seasons),
consider the economic impacts of management alternatives that promote greater access.
 Where possible, prioritize specifications that allow greater access to recreational fisheries.
Theme 3:

Seasonal closures result in transfers of effort into other fisheries.

Recreational Observations:
 When the black sea bass season was closed in the winter, it increased recreational fishing
effort for species like Atlantic cod and tautog in some regions.
 Closures of other recreational fisheries have pushed fishing effort into non-traditional
recreational fisheries, such as golden tilefish.
Recreational Recommendations:
 Consider the potential shifts in effort that may accompany closed seasons.
 Leave seasons open for more than one recreational species at any given time to avoid
excessive fishing effort in certain fisheries. This recommendation is particularly important for
species that have susceptible aggregations (e.g., dense wintertime fish populations).
Theme 4:

Annual fluctuations and inconsistency in state and federal fishing regulations are
unreasonable.

Recreational Observations:
 Differences in size limits, bag limits, and seasons from state to state seem arbitrary and create
excessive complexity. One fisherman may be fishing next to another fisherman from another
state and the size or bag is completely different.
 It is difficult for fishermen to stay up-to-date with state and federal regulations. Frustration
with the overly complex regulations may lead to non-compliance.
Recreational Recommendations:
 Consider multi-year specifications.
 Use data averaging over a period of years to reduce the fluctuations in quota.
 Maximize management cooperation between the states and the federal government.
 Implement regional or coast-wide approaches whenever it is feasible.
Theme 5:

Regulations favor commercial fishermen over recreational fishermen.

Recreational Observations:
 The 60/40 summer flounder allocation favors commercial fishermen over recreational
fishermen and does not accurately reflect the two groups’ historic participation in the fishery.
 Commercial fishermen are allowed to catch smaller fish than recreational fishermen in the
same waters. This disparity has long-term negative impacts on recreational fishermen’s access
to and enjoyment of the fishery.
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Theme 6:

The needs and differences between recreational user groups are not adequately
factored into management decisions.

Recreational Observations:
 The recreational sector is very diverse; the needs of private anglers, both onshore and
offshore, are different from for-hire/charter businesses.
 In some cases, management measures do not reflect the priorities of user groups within the
recreational sector.
Recreational Recommendation:
 Consider flexible management measures that take into account differences in the needs of
recreational user groups.
ECONOMIC CHALLENGES
Theme 1:

The greatest economic challenges for the recreational fishing industry are
shortened/closed seasons and substantial annual fluctuations in regulations and/or
quota.

Recreational Observations:
 The for-hire sector and other recreational fishing industries require reliable and consistent
access to fisheries in order to be economically viable.
 An inability to schedule charters in the offseason because of unspecified fishing season start
dates leads to a loss of revenue.
 Tackle shops cannot purchase fishing inventory in the offseason if regulations are not
announced or it is unclear when the fishing season will start. This leads to higher tackle costs.
 Reductions in bag limits reduce charter/party boat booking.
Recreational Recommendations:
 Avoid closed seasons whenever possible and try to ensure that at least one recreational
fishery is open at any given time. This is particularly important for the Memorial Day and
Labor Day holidays.
 Announce fishing season dates as soon as possible to help the for-hire sector plan for the
coming fishing season.
Theme 2:

There is a fear among recreational fishermen that they will be penalized drastically if
they exceed their quota.

Recreational Observation:
 Exceeding a quota and having massive reductions the following year can badly damage the
recreational fishing economy.
 The dividends of stock rebuilding associated with the recovery of species such as summer
flounder have not been enjoyed equitably among the states.
Recreational Recommendation:
 Consider multi-year specifications that reduce the risk of overfishing and provide stability to
the recreational industry.
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COMMUNICATIONS AND PARTICIPATION
Theme 1:

Most recreational fishermen do not know how or when to participate in the Council
process.

Recreational Recommendations:
 Hold roundtable sessions with recreational fishing organizations to gather input from a broad
range of recreational stakeholders.
 Partner with fishing clubs and tackle shops to improve awareness and understanding of the
Council process among recreational fishermen.
 Demonstrate that input from the recreational sector is being considered in the management
process.
Theme 2:

Communications by the Council are often too difficult to understand.

Recreational Observation:
 Press releases and website content are written in overly technical language that is hard for
many anglers to understand.
Recreational Recommendation:
 Collaborate with fishermen to develop simpler communications that the majority of fishermen
will understand.
GOVERNANCE
Theme 1:

Fishery management efforts by the different management organizations are confusing
and disjointed.

Recreational Observations:
 There is a lack of consistency in regulations across all management organizations. For
example, black sea bass are managed differently from state to state and between two fishery
management Councils.
 Most fishermen do not understand the roles or jurisdictions of the multiple fishery
management organizations.
Recreational Recommendations:
 Work more closely with all management organizations to develop standardized fishery
management plans.
 Establish a system for ongoing coordination and collaboration among management
organizations.
 Develop communication strategies designed to educate stakeholders about the different
organizations that are involved in fisheries management.
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Theme 2:

Recreational fishing interests are not adequately represented in the Council process.

Recreational Observations:
 Both the Council process and the process for appointing Council members can be driven by
politics and lobbyists.
 There are not enough recreational fishermen on the Council or its advisory panels.
 On-shore and private anglers, in particular, do not feel represented in the Council process.
 Governors often nominate Council members who do not truly represent the interests of
their state.
ECOSYSTEMS
Theme 1:

There has been a loss and degradation of fish habitat over the last several decades.

Recreational Observations:
 A loss of natural reefs and degradation of inshore habitat and spawning areas in estuaries has
been a cause of stock declines.
 Fish habitats and artificial reefs are adversely affected by commercial fishing gear, including
dredges, pots, and nets. Commercial fishermen may deplete fish that live around artificial reefs
created by recreational fishermen.
Recreational Recommendations:
 Focus on restoring the natural fishing habitat.
 Support efforts to create artificial reefs.
 Ensure that commercial gear is not allowed to damage fish habitats.
Theme 2:

Pollution and human activities have caused substantial degradation of water quality.

Recreational Observations:
 Runoff into near-shore areas increases water turbidity and pushes sight-feeding fish further
offshore, decreasing near-shore fishing opportunities.
 There are dead zones offshore that did not previously exist.
Recreational Recommendation:
 Work with inland management partners and municipalities to reduce pollution.
Theme 3:

There is excessive pressure on forage species due to the number of predators and the
commercial overfishing in forage fisheries.

Recreational Observations:
 Menhaden have been overharvested by commercial fishermen.
 Overabundance of dogfish is causing forage species declines.
 Weakfish appear to have been severely depleted recently due to overfishing, loss of habitat,
and predator demand for forage.
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Recreational Recommendation:
 Focus on rebuilding all forage species to ensure recreational opportunities for the future.
Theme 4:

Fish concentrations are moving further north as ocean temperatures increase.

Recreational Observation:
 Many recreational fishermen have noticed changes in the distribution of fish populations.
Species appear to be migrating into northern waters.
Recreational Recommendation:
 Study the impacts of climate change and its effect on fish reproduction and migration patterns.
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Management Objectives
RECREATIONAL SECTOR
Survey respondents were asked to “rate the importance of the following management objectives” on
a scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (extremely important). The average ratings of the recreational
sector respondents are depicted in Table 9.
Table 9: Average rating of management objectives by recreational respondents.
Average
Management Objective
Rating
4.4
Reduce bycatch
4.3
Prevent overfishing
4.2
Consider how management decisions impact the ecosystem
4.1
Improve the system for monitoring fishing activities
4.0
Balance fishing capacity with resource availability
4.0
Fairly balance the concerns of commercial and recreational fishing interests
3.9
Consider the importance of an active and viable fishing industry to coastal
communities
3.9
Reduce impacts from fishing on habitats
3.8
Reduce impacts from fishing on protected resources
3.7
Consider the cumulative economic impact of regulations when making further
decisions about new regulations
3.7
Consider the economic impacts of individual management decisions
3.5
Fairly balance the concerns of users and non-users of the resources impacted by
the Council's decisions
2.9
Promote long term flexibility in commercial fishing regulations
2.8
Help to ensure a safe and modern fleet
2.7
Maximize jobs from the sea
2.2
Maximize commercial catch
2.0
Maximize commercial profits
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FOR-HIRE SECTOR
Survey respondents were asked to “rate the importance of the following management objectives” on a
scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (extremely important). The average ratings of the for-hire respondents are
depicted in Table 10.

Table 10: Average rating of management objectives by for-hire respondents.
Average
Management Objective
Rating
4.3
Reduce bycatch
4.1
Consider the importance of an active and viable fishing industry to coastal
communities
4.1
Fairly balance the concerns of commercial and recreational fishing interests
4.1
Improve the system for monitoring fishing activities
4.1
Prevent overfishing
4.0
Consider how management decisions impact the ecosystem
4.0
Consider the cumulative economic impact of regulations when making further
decisions about new regulations
4.0
Balance fishing capacity with resource availability
3.9
Consider the economic impacts of individual management decisions
3.8
Reduce impacts from fishing on habitats
3.7
Reduce impacts from fishing on protected resources
3.6
Fairly balance the concerns of users and non-users of the resources impacted by the
Council's decisions
3.3
Promote long term flexibility in commercial fishing regulations
3.2
Maximize jobs from the sea
3.2
Help to ensure a safe and modern fleet
2.6
Maximize commercial catch
2.6
Maximize commercial profits
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Environmental Non-Governmental Organizations (ENGO)
Feedback from the environmental representatives was gathered during one roundtable session and 60
general survey responses. Of these 60 survey respondents, 30 selected ENGO as their primary role.
5 position letters were submitted by environmental organizations.

Summary of Themes








To better understand the health of fisheries, the Council needs more accurate
and reliable data. Effective fisheries management is impossible without adequate observer
coverage, monitoring, and estimation of incidental catch.
The Council must adhere to a precautionary approach to fisheries management.
Given the high levels of uncertainty and the inherent risks of managing to maximum
sustainable yield, additional precaution should be incorporated into management decisions.
The Council should transition to ecosystem-based management approaches.
Predator-prey dynamics need to be more fully-integrated in to management plans and/or the
Council should develop an ecosystem plan that provides a framework for incorporating
ecosystem considerations into the Council process.
The ongoing depletion of forage species is a serious concern and should be given
full attention by the Council. Many forage species are under pressure but are not
managed under a fishery management plan. Their importance to the ecosystem and to other
economically valuable fisheries should be grounds for greater consideration.
Protection of fish habitat must be a top priority. There are areas of essential habitat
that are unprotected from destructive fishing practices. Fisheries management needs to
include habitat management strategies.

Themes and Recommendations
INFORMATION AND DATA
Theme 1:

Catch monitoring and at-sea observer coverage is insufficient.

ENGO Observations:
 Reliable estimates of total catch for all species within the Council’s jurisdiction are necessary
to gauge the overall health of the whole regional ecosystem.
 At-sea observer coverage and catch monitoring in the region is poor. This issue is prominent
in small mesh fisheries that have an incidental catch of many important forage species.
 The Council has very limited information about the impacts of incidental catch.
ENGO Recommendations:
 Increase monitoring and observer coverage for all species.
 Consider alternative sources of funding for the observer program, including industry costsharing or an ex-vessel fee, to support improvements to the observer program.
 Improve monitoring and observer protocols to account for all species caught during trips.
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Support efforts to develop technology that will reduce monitoring costs and improve data
accuracy and coverage, including real time e-logbooks, onboard cameras with GPS, and
confidential information sharing among fishermen.

Theme 2:

Cooperative research brings legitimacy to scientific decision making and the Council’s
management as a whole.

ENGO Observations:
 Cooperative research is a valuable way to engage fishermen in the scientific process and
fisheries science.
 Cooperative research provides data on ecosystems and sustainable fishing gear and practices,
an area of research that is increasing in importance as emphasis on EBM grows and catch
limits are enforced.
ENGO Recommendations:
 Continue to proactively work with the National Marine Fisheries Service and the Northeast
Fisheries Science Center to prioritize and fund cooperative research.
 Utilize for-hire fishermen to develop data gathering methods, including at-sea tagging
programs for research into fish mortality.
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Theme 1:

The current ACL-setting system does not provide adequate precautionary buffers to
prevent overfishing.

ENGO Observations:
 Failure to use precaution when increasing quotas may lead to overfishing and instability for the
fishing industry. The resulting variability in the annual catch limit is resource intensive for
science and management due to the additional workload associated with changes in
specifications.
 Management must be particularly precautionary for data poor stocks and highly variable
stocks to avoid overfishing.
ENGO Recommendations:
 Collaborate with partners to develop a research plan that prioritizes studies and/or data
collection needed to determine stock status for stocks with unknown status, especially forage
species.
 Implement a more conservative risk policy for ACL setting.
 Develop clear guidelines for establishing ecologically safe catch levels (i.e.; prevents overfishing
while accounting for predator demand) when stock status is unknown.
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Theme 2:

As part of a transition toward ecosystem-based management, it is important to
maintain abundant forage populations.

ENGO Observations:
 Many of the Council’s predatory fish populations have been rebuilt, resulting in increased
reliance on forage species.
 Forage species are experiencing increased fishing pressure as targeted and incidental catch.
 Based on current stock assessments, no single forage stock is at a level above the biomass
corresponding to maximum sustainable yield (BMSY).
 There are forage species in the mid-Atlantic that are not managed under a fishery
management plan despite their importance to the mid-Atlantic ecosystem and several of the
Council’s managed fisheries.
ENGO Recommendations:
 As a first step towards ecosystem-based fishery management, consider the status of all
regional forage species as a whole.
 Incentivize the development and use of selective gears to reduce incidental catch of forage
species.
 Prevent the development of directed fisheries on unmanaged forage species until there is
adequate information to manage them sustainably.
 Advocate the use of stock assessment models that account for predation and uncertainty
regarding present and future predator demand for forage.
 Develop a research plan for species whose status is unknown that would prioritize the data
collection needed to determine stock status and enhance at-sea fishery monitoring.
 In the short term, use biomass corresponding to maximum sustainable yield (BMSY) as a
threshold, rather than a target, for the squid, mackerel, butterfish fishery management plan.
This is consistent with the National Standard 1 recommendation for forage species.
 Manage non-target forage species as ‘ecosystem components’ of the squid, mackerel,
butterfish plan.
Theme 3:

Protection and monitoring of fish habitat are not emphasized as key elements of
sustainable fishery management.

ENGO Observations:
 Bottom habitats have not been adequately surveyed in the mid-Atlantic.
 There are areas of essential habitat that are unprotected from destructive fishing practices.
ENGO Recommendations:
 Develop a comprehensive habitat plan with the objectives of improving fishery production and
habitat protection in the mid-Atlantic region.
 In the short term, incorporate habitat assessments as a component of the fishery management
plan (FMP) for species that are dependent on particular types of habitats or geographic areas.
 Consider implementing gear restrictions or closed areas to protect essential fish habitats
(EFH) and other ecologically sensitive areas.
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Use geographic information systems (GIS) to incorporate habitat maps in each fishery
management plan.
Include habitat protection as a key element of the Council’s strategic plan.
Continue to work with Mid-Atlantic Regional Council on the Ocean (MARCO) to identify and
protect key habitat areas throughout the marine spatial planning process.

Theme 4:

There is inadequate enforcement of both recreational and commercial fisheries
regulations.

ENGO Recommendation:
 Reduce illegal fishing activity through stronger penalties and more consistent enforcement.
COMMUNICATIONS AND PARTICIPATION
Theme 1:

Communications must be elevated in importance to rebuild trust across all
stakeholder groups.

ENGO Observations:
 Misperceptions increase without clear communication regarding the specific intentions behind
management actions and why past efforts have been beneficial.
 Many stakeholders do not engage at the appropriate point in the Council process to influence
outcomes, leading to loss of trust when stakeholders feel as though they were not heard.
 All stakeholder groups must feel that they have a right to be at the table.
ENGO Recommendations:
 Describe the rationale for Council actions in plain language so that all can understand,
especially when explaining the need for more precautionary management in the face of
scientific and management uncertainties.
 Update the Council website to include information such as data sources and how they are
used, relevant cooperative research projects, and specifics on how to get involved.
 Engage stakeholders earlier in the management process.
 Continue to bring stakeholders together for discussion, collaboration, and establishment of
common goals.
 Manage expectations more proactively by maintaining transparency and open communication
about developments on key issues.
Theme 2:

The Council process is not as interactive and accessible as it could be.

ENGO Observations:
 ENGO inclusion in advisory panels is disproportionally low relative to industry representation.
 The layout of the room during Council meetings is dominated by a large ‘U’ shaped table,
leaving little room for the public to sit.
 It is difficult to tell who is speaking at Council meetings and who they represent.
 Stakeholders often do not know who their representatives are and may not be able to identify
them at a meeting.
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GOVERNANCE
Theme 1:

There is complexity and insufficient coordination among fishery management
organizations.

ENGO Observations:
 There is a lack of coordination managing fisheries that span across multiple state or federal
jurisdictions, especially trawl fisheries that overlap on forage species.
 The Council may not be able to reach its visioning goals without substantive coordination and
collaboration from other federal and state management organizations.
ENGO Recommendation:
 Examine institutional barriers for cooperation between the management entities.
ECOSYSTEMS
Theme 1:

The current focus on single-species management does not adequately account for the
complexity of the ecosystem.

ENGO Observations:
 Effective fisheries management will include considerations of inter-species relationships,
ecosystem dynamics, and the potential impacts of management decisions.
 At a minimum, the Council should recognize that management decisions can have an impact
on predator-prey dynamics.
ENGO Recommendations:
 Develop an Ecosystem Plan that provides a framework for incorporating ecosystem
considerations into the Council process.
 Adopt an ecosystem-based management approach that is area based and considers the effects
of climate change and pollution (e.g., eutrophication).
 Address the impacts of fishing on marine habitat as part of the Council’s ecosystem-based
approach to management.
Theme 2:

Pollution and climate change will continue to substantially alter ecosystem dynamics in
the years to come.

ENGO Observations:
 Climate change leads to a rise in sea levels and increased salinity/acidification in the ocean.
Both of these trends may damage fish habitat and productivity.
 Nitrogen pollution in coastal waters and estuaries leads to dead zones and anoxia.
 There is a lack a regulatory oversight and accountability around water quality regulations.
ENGO Recommendations:
 Coordinate with management organizations and other key federal, state, and local partners to
strengthen water quality regulations.
 Prioritize a research agenda that examines changes in fish populations and ecosystem
dynamics that may be a result of climate change.
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Management Objectives: ENGO
Survey respondents were asked to “rate the importance of the following management objectives” on a
scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (extremely important), The average ratings of the environmental nongovernmental respondents is depicted in Table 11.
Table 11: Average rating of management objectives by ENGO respondents

Average
Rating
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.4
4.3
4.2
4.0
3.5
3.5
3.2
3.0
3.0
2.7
2.7
2.3
1.9
1.8

Management Objective
Prevent overfishing
Reduce bycatch
Consider how management decisions impact the ecosystem
Reduce impacts from fishing on habitats
Reduce impacts from fishing on protected resources
Improve the system for monitoring fishing activities
Balance fishing capacity with resource availability
Fairly balance the concerns of commercial and recreational fishing interests
Fairly balance the concerns of users and non-users of the resources impacted by
the Council's decisions
Consider the importance of an active and viable fishing industry to coastal
communities
Consider the cumulative economic impact of regulations when making further
decisions about new regulations
Consider the economic impacts of individual management decisions
Promote long term flexibility in commercial fishing regulations
Help to ensure a safe and modern fleet
Maximize jobs from the sea
Maximize commercial catch
Maximize commercial profits
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Interested Public
The survey was the primary method for gathering input from the interested public. Of those who
took the survey, 252 respondents identified themselves as interested public members, with 69
respondents identifying it as their primary role. In addition, several other roles were grouped as
interested public for theming. This stakeholder group includes all respondents who selected roles of
either interested public, recreational user (boating, diver, etc.), state or local government, federal
government, academic institution, non-governmental organization, or elected government official.

Survey Highlights
Input from the interested public was solely from survey data, including responses to open-ended
questions. Open-ended survey responses were often limited to a single word or short phrase. To
avoid attaching unintended meaning or undue significance to the open-ended survey responses, the
summary results provided for this stakeholder group does not include themes as in the previous
sections. Instead, the following are highlights from two open-ended survey questions:
 What are the top three challenges facing mid-Atlantic fisheries today? (Table 12)
 If you could make one change in the way mid-Atlantic fisheries are managed, what would it
be? (Table 13)
 Survey responses to the open-ended questions were categorized, and the most frequently
cited categories are listed in Tables 12 and 13.
Table 12: Top challenges facing mid-Atlantic fisheries today identified by interested public
respondents.
Preventing overfishing
31%
Reducing unnecessary discards
20%
Depletion of forage species
19%
Inaccurate data used to make decisions
15%
Influence of special interest groups
13%
Need for balance of diverse stakeholder interests
12%
Table 13: Top recommendations to improve management of mid-Atlantic fisheries identified by
interested public respondents.
Improve the accuracy of the data
9%
Change the council make up to better represent all
7%
stakeholders
Focus on restoring forage species
7%
Improve communications and outreach
6%
Improve the science used to make decisions
6%
Remove politics from the process
6%
Incorporate an ecosystem-based management approach
5%
Increase stakeholder involvement
5%
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Management Objectives: Interested Public
Survey respondents were asked to “rate the importance of the following management objectives” on
a scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (extremely important). The average ratings of the interested public
respondents are depicted in Table 14.
Table 14: Average rating of management objectives by interested public respondents.
Average
Management Objective
Rating
4.3
Prevent overfishing
4.3
Reduce bycatch
4.2
Consider how management decisions impact the ecosystem
4.1
Improve the system for monitoring fishing activities
4.0
Balance fishing capacity with resource availability
3.9
Fairly balance the concerns of commercial and recreational fishing interests
3.8
Reduce impacts from fishing on habitats
3.8
Consider the importance of an active and viable fishing industry
3.8
Reduce impacts from fishing on protected resources
3.6
Consider the cumulative economic impact of regulations when making further
decisions about new regulations
3.6
Consider the economic impacts of individual management decisions
3.5
Fairly balance the concerns of users and non-users of the resources impacted by
the Council’s decisions
2.8
Help to ensure a safe and modern fleet
2.8
Promote long term flexibility in commercial fishing regulations
2.6
Maximize jobs from the sea
2.2
Maximize commercial catch
1.9
Maximize commercial profits
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STAKEHOLDER VISION
The Council was also interested in understanding how stakeholders envision successful fisheries and
fisheries management in the future. All survey or roundtable participants were asked about their
vision for Mid-Atlantic fisheries.
Many of their responses were shared by members of all groups. Characteristics of a common vision
for Mid-Atlantic fisheries include:

Common Vision






Fish populations are thriving and are harvested at sustainable levels.
Management decisions are based on sound data and science.
There is equitable consideration of the needs of diverse stakeholder groups; the interest of no
one stakeholder group outweighs another.
There is little waste in the fisheries, and regulatory discards are minimal.
More stakeholders are involved in the management process.

The following sections summarize the responses to this question for each of the four stakeholder
group categories.
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Commercial Industry
KEY CONCEPTS OF A VISION FOR MID-ATLANTIC FISHERIES
In ten years …
1. Fishermen still have jobs and fishing communities still exist.
2. Regulations are clear and easy to understand.
3. There is improved flexibility and predictability in regulations.
4. There is a diverse fleet of fishermen able to target a wide range of fisheries.
5. There is a thriving and diverse commercial fishing infrastructure.
6. Young men will be able to learn the trade of commercial fishing, enter the fishing industry, get
a boat, make a living, and support a family.
7. The general public, particularly children, understand that fishing is a respectable and desirable
profession.
8. All stakeholders have equal opportunities to utilize fishery resources.
9. Marketing for domestic fisheries is greatly improved.
10. There is little waste; regulatory discards are avoided.
Example statements in response to the survey question on the vision for mid-Atlantic
fisheries:
“They should be well-managed to provide the maximum long and short term benefits
to the participants and the country. The management should be based on sound basic
science following ecosystem principals. It should be understood that all organisms in
the ocean interact with each other in some way, and what is done to one organism will
affect others. Ecological changes and changes in pollution levels should be part of the
management decisions.”
“A well-managed resource with simple and equitable regulations that allows for
maximum employment and participation. A system that recognizes that the marine
resources are a food resource first above all else. A system that does not provide
greater or favored access to one group or class over another in both recreational and
commercial. A system where anyone who wishes to engage in the trade of fishing
should be allowed.”
“A balance of equal growth and take of each species, eliminate wasteful by-catch,
better scientific evaluations of fish stocks including data from all sectors of the fishing
community.”
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Recreational Sector
KEY CONCEPTS OF A VISION FOR MID-ATLANTIC FISHERIES
In ten years …
1. The recreational fishing industry is thriving.
2. There is ample opportunity and access for recreational fishermen.
3. There is a focus on protecting and restoring the marine ecosystem, particularly forage species.
4. Recreational catch data is accurate, timely, and reflective of fishing effort.
5. Fishermen will be able to target more species of fish on any given day.
6. Fish populations are generally stable from year to year. As a result, regulations are consistent
and require fewer changes and seasonal closures.
7. There is a greater consideration of economic data when making decisions.
8. There is an efficient and centralized system for recreational licensing and reporting.
9. Fish habitats are significantly rebuilt and healthy.
10. Fishery management organizations work together to ensure that management plans are
cohesive and seamless across all species.
11. There are advanced management strategies that minimize waste and reduce bycatch mortality.
Example statements in response to the survey question on the vision for mid-Atlantic
fisheries:
“A successful fishery would have a self-sustaining ecosystem that provides a
predictable quantity of food-fish for commercial harvest, albeit of a limited number of
species, while also supporting a profitable recreational fishing industry that is managed
to ensure bags and slot limits over the widest variety of species are strictly adhered to.
The ecosystem would ensure that all levels of the food chain are self-sustaining from
marshes to the open ocean.”
“Proper use of science based data collection, including surveys of fishermen; equitable
distribution of quotas to recreational sector, commercial sector; realistic evaluation of
ecosystem and economic impact of decisions made.”
“One that is not always in crisis - where decisions make sense to people, where the
states have the capacity to do their jobs. One where the long-term integrity of fish
populations and marine habitats are not jeopardized by fishing activities. One where
long-term benefits are not trumped by short term costs One where state, habitat,
water quality, and estuary plans are better aligned with Fishery Council and ASMFC
plans. One where all stakeholders feel that their values are adequately represented in
the decision making process.”
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Environmental Non-Governmental Organizations
(ENGO)
KEY CONCEPTS OF A VISION FOR MID-ATLANTIC FISHERIES
In ten years …
1. All fisheries are managed in a sustainable way that avoids adverse impacts on ecosystems, and
non-target species.
2. Goals are shaped based on actual resource availability and are not influenced by pressure from
stakeholder groups or socioeconomic factors.
3. The health of the marine ecosystem is restored, protected, and maintained.
4. Preserving ecosystem resiliency is a high priority for the Council.
5. The Council collaborates with other scientific organizations to incorporate cutting-edge
approaches for collecting data, monitoring catch, and assessing stock health.
6. There is accurate forage species data and it is used to understand the health of the overall
forage base. There is continued protection of forage species.
7. Regulations are consistently enforced.
8. Fishery management rests on good science and a fully integrated ecosystem plan with
important ecological interactions identified and considered in management decisions.
9. There are advanced management strategies that minimize waste and reduce bycatch mortality.
Example statements in response to the survey question on the vision for mid-Atlantic
fisheries:
“All fisheries would not be overfished and have sustained stocks with adequate science
and publicly supported rules, regulations, and enforcement.”
“Well controlled and smartly limited harvest - both commercial and recreational without adverse political influence. Rules enforcement should be dependable, widely
and evenly distributed, firm, and free of political influence.”
“Sustainable populations of all species under management with emphasis on species
interrelationships and ecosystem. Recognize the importance and special protection for
forage species.”
“Protecting and restoring marine ecosystem health, especially in light of changing
environmental conditions, including resulting from climate change; identifying and
protecting important marine ecological areas; protecting important marine habitats,
including essential fish habitat; integrating ecological interactions, such as predatorprey dynamics, and satisfy forage needs of current and future restored populations of
flora and fauna; ensuring catch levels are set based on scientific advice and fully
account for existing scientific and management uncertainties, erring on the side of
precaution; and seeking to decrease scientific and management uncertainties, including
through improvements in the quality and timeliness of stock assessments, the quality of
catch data (particularly bycatch), and improved integration of trophic and
environmental relationships.”
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Interested Public
KEY CONCEPTS OF A VISION FOR MID-ATLANTIC FISHERIES
In ten years …
1. Coastal communities are prosperous year round.
2. There is a balance between conservation and fishing opportunities.
3. Fisheries are managed to avoid adverse effects of fishing on the ecosystem.
4. Fisheries use more selective fishing gear that reduces bycatch and habitat impacts and
increases fishing efficiency.
5. Management is sensitive to the needs of fishermen, while protecting the resources in the long
term.
6. There is accurate biological, social, and economic data supporting management decisions.
Example statements in response to the survey question on the vision for mid-Atlantic
fisheries:
“Successful fisheries in the mid-Atlantic would ensure that fish, a resource managed in
the public trust, remains fairly accessible to recreational and commercial fishermen
while ensuring the long-term viability and recovery of stocks. In particular, the Council
should ensure the existence of a healthy, viable, and diverse fleet of commercial
fishermen and fair access for recreational fishermen by resisting the spread of catch
share programs in the region, which devastate fishermen and fishing communities and
privatize our natural resource.”
“Healthy and sustainable, with flexible management for users to make business
decisions on fishing opportunities. In addition but as or even more important: fisheries
managed to decrease impacts on other species, fisheries, and user groups.”
“Healthy fish stocks with a balance between commercial fishing and recreational
fishing. This includes managing all resources that effect our fish stocks (particularly
menhaden fishing in the Chesapeake Bay).”
“Fishing communities are thriving, fish stocks are healthy, a diverse group of people
are able to make a living from commercial fishing, and there is a diverse array of
seafood available for people in the Mid- Atlantic and the United States to eat.”
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FISHERY-SPECIFIC THEMES
Throughout the course of the data gathering phase, the Council received stakeholder input on all 12
of its managed species. Input was received through fishery-specific surveys, as well as in roundtable
sessions. This input has been compiled into themes for each species in this section. Fishery-specific
themes were developed based on the input that was received. For some species, there were no
themes developed due to limited stakeholder input or lack of definite themes.
Figure 3 illustrates the comparative level of interest that was shown for each species during the
survey, while Figure 4 shows the percentage of roundtable discussions in which each species was
discussed.
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Figure 3: Number of fishery specific surveys completed for each species.
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Figure 4: Percentage of roundtable discussions in which each species was discussed.
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Fishery--Specific Them
mes- Summer Flounder

Summe
S
er Flou
under
584 particip
pants compleeted the sum
mmer floundeer visioning survey. Inpuut was given on summerr
flounder in every round
dtable session. Summer flounder
f
wass the most ffrequently m
mentioned sppecies
among all fisshermen.
71% of survvey respondeents rated th
he HEALTH of the summ
mer flounder stock as exxcellent or vvery
good (Fig. 5a). 63% rateed the EFFEC
CTIVENESS of the manaagement of ssummer flounder as poo
or or fair
(Fig. 5b).
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Fig. 5a: Heealth of Summ
mer Floundeer Stock

Fig. 5b
b: Effectivenness of Summ
mer Floundeer
Manageement

COM
MMERCIAL
L INDUSTR
RY THEME
ES
Theme 1:

The inability to land summer flou
under in thee nearest port due to staate-by-state
ons forces co
ommercial fisshermen to travel far ouut of their w
way and costts them
regulatio
fuel, timee, and moneyy.

Commerc
cial Obserrvations:
 Fisheermen must travel greatter distancess than neces sary to land summer flo
ounder, whicch
exaccerbates the problem of high fuel co
osts and makkes it less economical to
o go fishing fo
or
summ
mer floundeer.
 Boatts from otheer states can travel to fissh in Federall waters adjaacent to stattes whose quotas
havee already beeen caught, while
w
local fishermen are restricted in that same area. This w
was a
partiicular concern in New York
Y
State.
 The problem is more severee for those fishing
f
in thee northern pportion of thhe fishery because
there is a larger distribution
n of quota in southern sttates, meaninng many fishh must be lannded
furth
her south.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Fisheermen shoulld be able to
o land fish in any state annd have it co
ount against their state’ss
landiings or any other
o
state quota
q
that th
hey are perm
mitted for.
 Worrk to ensuree equality am
mong federal summer flo
ounder perm
mit holders, rregardless off state
quottas.
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Theme 2:

Fluctuatio
ons in comm
mercial quotas for summ
mer flounderr stocks are causing difficculties
catching and marketiing summer flounder.

ercial Obsservationss:
Comme
 The summer flounder stockk has been deeclared rebuuilt, but the qquota was d
decreased this year
(2011). This con
ntributes to the
t feeling th
hat fish are ttaken away but never given back.
 Flucttuations in the quota forr summer flo
ounder are ddamaging itss market. Mo
ost buyers need a
guarranteed supp
ply, but annual fluctuations in quota create unpreedictable supply streamss that
damage buyer/seeller relation
nships.
 The “derby-stylee" quota fish
hery for summer floundeer pressuress fishermen tto catch as m
much as
posssible as soon
n as the seaso
on opens. This
T flux of fisshing effort tends to flood the markket with
fish and
a drive the price dow
wn. Large-scaale buyers knnow when thhe state fisheries open aand use
this opportunityy to drive thee price down
n.
fair and makees it impossible to
 Some fishermen feel that thee summer flounder alloccation is unfa
catch
h enough to be profitable.
 Fisheermen in som
me states, particularly New
N York annd Massachuusetts, believve that state
alloccations weree based on flawed historrical data. In the 1980s, landings in N
New Bedford
d were
cred
dited to Norrth Carolina quota, which is an exam
mple of how historical laanding data m
may be
flaweed.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Avoiid large flucttuations in quota for sum
mmer floundder.
 Consider managgement strattegies to min
nimize the neegative effeccts of “derbyy style” fishinng for
summ
mer floundeer.
 Consider revisiting the histo
orical landingg data that ddrives quota decisions.
Theme 3:

Summer flounder aree one of sevveral species that are being encounteered more
frequently in waters north of theeir traditionaal range.

Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 Fisheermen are encounteringg summer flo
ounder furthher north and in greater concentratiions
than they have in
n the past.
 The shifting rangge of summeer flounder is problemattic for fishermen targetinng northern species
that would not typically
t
be caught
c
in thee same area as summer flounder. Thhey are
expeeriencing inccreasing amo
ounts of sum
mmer floundeer bycatch bbut many do not have peermits
to keeep them.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ation:
 Consider provisions for incidental catch
h of summerr flounder, esspecially in nnorthern waaters.
 Revisit the state quotas to take the shiftting range off the fishery in to account.
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RECR
REATIONA
AL SECTO
OR THEME
ES
Theme 1:

Current recreational size limits for
f summer flounder enncourage cattching the lesss
abundantt, larger, mo
ore fertile brreeding fish.

Recreattional Ob servationss:
 Therre is currenttly an abundaance of undeersize summ
mer flounderr in the mid-A
Atlantic watters.
 High
h size limits result
r
in more encounteers with undersize fish and more disscards.
 The high ratio of
o throwbackks to keeperrs is very disccouraging fo
or fishermenn, many of w
whom
are finding
f
it harrd to catch a keeper. Fisshing particippation appeaars to be decclining.
 Fisheermen want to leave thee larger fertiile breeding fish in the w
water and geenerally prefeer to
eat younger
y
fish..
 Fisheermen burn more fuel finding keepeers and are uunhappy disccarding undeersize fish which
theyy believe are likely to diee.
Recreattional Rec
commend ation:
 Consider slot lim
mits to minim
mize the mo
ortality of bo
oth smaller m
more abundaant fish as w
well as
the larger
l
less ab
bundant breeding fish. This
T will reduuce discards and make itt easier for
fisheermen to takke fish homee without burning througgh a lot of fuuel.
Theme 2:

The disparity betweeen commerccial and recreeational reguulations is unfair and do
oes not
a
sustaainability.
help to achieve

Recreattional Ob servationss:
 The minimum size for the co
ommercial sector
s
is 14 iinches whilee the recreattional sectorr is only
allow
wed to land much largerr fish.
 A reecreational fisherman mu
ust throw baack many summer floundder before hhe can catch a
keep
per, but he can
c go to thee supermarkket and buy a smaller commercially ccaught summ
mer
floun
nder anytimee.
 Com
mmercial fish
hermen are catching
c
volu
umes of fish that have no
ot reached ffull spawningg
matu
urity, while recreational
r
fishermen are
a targetingg only the larrger, maturee breeding fissh. This
redu
uces producttivity of the stocks.
 Com
mmercial fish
hing for summ
mer floundeer, especiallyy in spawningg grounds orr winter restt areas,
can severely
s
dep
plete the ressource and may
m damage ocean floorr habitat.
 The allocation of
o summer flo
ounder quotta between tthe commerrcial and recreational sector
doess not reflect historic parrticipation in
n the fishery..
Recreattional Rec
commend ations:
 Consider a unifo
orm size limiit, or at leastt reduce thee discrepanccy between tthe commerrcial and
recreational sizee limits.
 Reco
onsider the 60%/40%
6
split in commeercial/recreaational allocaation.
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Black
k Sea B
Bass
160 particip
pants compleeted the blacck sea bass visioning
v
surv
rvey, and inpput was givenn on black seea bass
in 50% of co
ommercial meetings
m
and all of the reecreational m
meetings.
75% of survvey respondeents rated th
he HEALTH of black seaa bass stockss as excellennt or good (FFig. 6a)
and 71% ratted the EFFE
ECTIVENESSS of managem
ment as poo
or or very po
oor (Fig. 6b)).
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Fig. 6a: Heealth of Blackk Sea Bass Sttocks
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Fig. 6b: EEffectivenesss of Black Seea Bass
Managemeent

COM
MMERCIAL
L INDUSTR
RY THEME
ES
Theme 1:

Stock asssessments an
nd quota allo
ocations do not adequattely reflect tthe regional nature
of black sea
s bass pop
pulations.

Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 Stocck assessmen
nts may not reflect the distribution
d
o
of regional bblack sea basss populationns.
 Currrent coast-w
wide quotas are
a based on
n historical ddata that do
o not reflect the changingg
dynaamics of stocck populatio
ons and curreent distributtion of blackk sea bass.
 Fisheermen in staates with less quota but a high abunddance of blacck sea bass ssuffer when their
quotta is caught quickly.
q
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Consider region
nal based sto
ock assessmeents.
 Align
n coast-widee quota decissions with th
he distributi on of regionnal black seaa bass populaations.
 In making
m
quota decisions, use
u the time required to
o catch the qquota as an indicator of rregional
abun
ndance.
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Theme 2:

Black seaa bass are ab
bundant in th
he northern fishing areas which resuults in greateer
incidentaal catch.

Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 Blackk sea bass ap
ppear to havve become more
m
abundaant in northeern areas wiith natural bbottom
habittat (e.g., Rho
ode Island, Massachusett
M
ts) as the occean water hhas warmed..
 Blackk sea bass sw
wim and aree caught alon
ng with otheer species wiith higher quuotas, such aas scup.
 Fisheermen in northern areass are encoun
ntering moree black sea bbass as incidental catch w
when
targeeting speciess such as scu
up. This mayy lead to greaater mortaliity and regullatory discarrds, and
it maay constrain other fisherries that are caught in co
oncert with sea bass thaat are not closed.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Consider provisions to increease commeercial allowable catch of black sea baass in northeern
wateers.
RECR
REATIONA
AL SECTO
OR THEME
ES
Theme 1:

Healthy, structured habitat
h
is very importantt for black ssea bass stoccks to thrivee.

Recreattional Ob servationss:
 Blackk sea bass prefer naturaal reefs, hard
d bottom, wrrecks, and arrtificial reefss as habitat.
 Therre has been a loss of nattural bottom
m habitat for black sea baass over thee last severall
decaades.
 Com
mmercial pott and trap fisshing on reeffs can deplette the resouurce and preevent recreaational
fisheermen from accessing the resource during
d
peak fishing times (weekendss, holidays).
 Dred
dging around
d reefs, eitheer natural orr artificial, caan seriously damage essential fish haabitats.
 Artifficial reefs fu
unded by reccreational grroups or taxxpayers are eeffective in rrestoring blaack sea
bass stocks and providing haabitat.
Recreattional Rec
commend ations:
 Supp
port efforts to
t develop artificial
a
reeffs and habitaat in mid-Atlantic waterss.
 Prottect existing natural habiitat from thee negative efffects of com
mmercial fishhing gear.
 Limitt commerciaal fishing on or around artificial
a
reeffs that are fuunded by reccreational grroups.
Theme 2:

The dataa for black seea bass do not reflect reealities on thhe water.

Recreattional Ob servationss:
 Traw
wl surveys do
o not accuraately measurre black sea bass populaations becausse black sea bass
prefeer structured habitat wh
here the traw
wl survey caannot samplee.
 Manyy anglers believe that sto
ocks are mo
ore abundantt than is refllected in thee current datta,
leadiing to unneccessary seaso
onal closures.
 MRFFSS data for black sea baass is inaccurrate. For-hire operators who have ssubmitted trip
repo
orts do not see
s their rep
ports reflectted in fishingg data for theeir area.
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Recreattional Rec
commend ations:
 Creaate data collection pilot programs with
w the for-hhire sector tto supplemeent recreatio
onal
catch
h data.
 Utilizze for-hire Vessel
V
Trip Report
R
(VTR
R) data in th e stock asseessment proccess.
Theme 3:

Closed seasons for black
b
sea basss are econo
omically harm
mful for the recreational fishing
industry, particularlyy in the winteertime.

Recreattional Ob servationss:
 Blackk sea bass iss an important recreational species iin the fall and winter, whhen there arre few
otheer recreation
nal fishing op
ptions.
 The closures of black sea baass were verry harmful fo
or the recreaational fishinng industry d
during
the winter
w
of 20
011-12.
 Wheen black sea bass is closeed in the win
nter, fishing effort is highly concentrrated on othher
speccies that mayy be less abu
undant. (e.g.,. Atlantic co
od, tautog)
 Com
mmercial traw
wling for blaack sea bass is allowed inn the winterr while the rrecreational fishery
is clo
osed, depleting regional stocks when
n fish are in their most ssusceptible aaggregationss.
Recreattional Rec
commend ations:
 Consider longerr or open seasons for blaack sea basss.
 Management deccisions should take into account shiffting effort w
when fisheriees are closed.
Theme 4:

High sizee and bag lim
mits can result in negativee consequennces for blacck sea bass
populatio
ons, including higher disccard mortaliity.

Recreattional Ob servationss:
 High
h size limits (12.5
(
inches)) for black sea bass requuire anglers tto fish in deeper water for
legal-sized fish. Fish
F caught in deep wateer suffer from
m decompreession and distended airr
bladd
ders, which increases discard mortaality of undersize fish.
 Angllers must fish longer to catch a keep
per, resultingg in higher ddiscard ratess.
 Manyy anglers do
o not know proper
p
fish handling
h
and catch and rrelease technniques.
 Blackk sea bass ch
hange sex ass they age an
nd grow. Larrger fish are typically maales. High sizze limits
enco
ourage targeting of males, which mayy damage sto
ock health bbecause of thheir unique life
histo
ory.
 The 25 fish bag limit
l
is consiidered excesssive by som
me anglers. M
Many would prefer liberaalizing
otheer measures (i.e. longer season, loweer size) in pllace of a highh bag limit.
Recreattional Rec
commend ations:
 Consider loweriing the recreeational blacck sea bass size limit.
 Provvide more ed
ducation on proper catcch and releasse practices for black seea bass, incluuding air
bladd
der relief neeedles and grradual ascent of fish thatt are caught in deep watter.
 Consider loweriing the federral bag limit for black sea bass as a ttrade-off to lliberalize thee size
limitt or season length, particcularly in thee fall and winnter when thhe fish are m
most valuablee.
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Theme 5:

Black seaa bass populaations are reegional. Mannagement strrategies for o
one region m
may not
be effective for anoth
her region.

Recreattional Ob servationss:
 Diffeerences in haabitat abund
dance are no
ot consideredd by coast-w
wide manageement plans.
 Quo
ota levels forr black sea bass may enccourage overrfishing in so
ome areas, w
while restrictting
sustaainable fishin
ng in other areas.
a
 With
h coast-widee quotas, som
me states may quickly caatch the majjority of quo
ota due to grreater
abun
ndance in thaat area.
Recreattional Rec
commend ations:
 Consider managgement meassures for blaack sea bass that reflect regional abuundance and
d habitat.
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Fishery-SSpecific Them
mes- Scup

Scup
S
39 participants completted the scup visioning survey, and in put was giveen on scup inn 71%% of
commercial meetings an
nd 60% of reecreational meetings.
m
90% of survvey rated thee HEALTH of
o scup stockks as good o
or excellent (Fig. 7a), and
d 59% rated the
EFFECTIVEN
NESS of scup managemeent as fair orr good (Fig. 7b).
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Fig. 7a: Heealth of Scup Stocks

Fig. 7b: EEffectivenesss of Scup Maanagement

COM
MMERCIAL
L INDUSTR
RY THEME
ES
Theme 1:

For manyy fishermen, the cost to fish for scupp is too highh in comparison to the pprice for
fish at the dock.

Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 The costs to find
d, catch, and
d land scup are
a very highh in comparison to the eex-vessel priice for
the fish.
f
In particcular, fuel prrices are cosst prohibitivee at current fish prices.
 Becaause scup are not a highly profitable species, fishhermen targget them infrrequently.
 Therre is a risk th
hat scientists will believee a lack of laandings or innability to filll quota indiccates
that the stocks are
a decliningg, while in reeality the sto
ocks appear healthy.
 The recent increease in scup quota happeened very q uickly, whichh put downw
ward pressure on
the price
p
due to
o excess supp
ply.
 Therre is a “derb
by style” quo
ota fishery fo
or scup. Thiss creates preessure for fisshermen to catch as
much as possiblee as soon as each season
nal period opens. This fllux of fishingg effort tend
ds to
flood
d the market with fish and drive thee price downn.
 Largge volume 50
0,000 pound trip limits fo
or scup benefit the proffitability of laarge vessels, but the
exceess supply reeduces profittability for sm
maller boatss that cannott land high vvolumes of scup.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Ensu
ure that scup
p quota is sp
pread out thrroughout the year. In paarticular, scuup are worthh more
in th
he summer.
 Consider the economic effects of high volume
v
trip llimits on thee scup fisherry.
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Fishery-SSpecific Them
mes- Scup

Theme 2:

In past yeears when th
he quota waas low, the m
market for sccup was lostt. Rebuildingg the
market fo
or scup is an
n important industry priority.

ercial Obsservationss:
Comme
 In paast years wh
hen scup quo
ota was low, tilapia and o
other speciees took the pplace of scupp in the
markket.
 While the scup market
m
is beeing rebuilt, it is has bee n difficult fo
or scup to bee commerciaally
proffitable.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Help
p ensure a stteady supplyy of scup on a weekly baasis to stabilize the pricee for scup buuyers.
 Assisst marketingg efforts of scup
s
to help develop maarkets and lo
ocal demand.
 Consider the neeed for shoree-side infrasttructure forr scup when making mannagement deecisions.
Theme 3:

Regulato
ory discards of
o scup are a frustratingg problem fo
or mid-Atlanttic fishermen.

Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 Therre are several factors leaading to a hiigh rate of reegulatory disscards for sccup.
 Dailyy trip limits and fluctuatiions in catch
h from day to
o day lead to
o unnecessaary discards. For
instaance, during days with 80
000 pound trip
t limits, a fisherman m
might catch 112,000 pounds.. The
follo
owing day hee might only catch 3,000 pounds. Th is would meean 4,000pouunds of discaards
and 11,000 poun
nds of landed
d fish on 15,,000 poundss of catch in a two day span. If the
fisheerman had caaught 8000 pounds
p
each
h day, there w
would not hhave been discards.
 Seasonal limits on
o scup coup
pled with higgh abundancce lead to a hhigher discarrd rate of thhe
speccies.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Consider cumulaative trip lim
mits for scup. (e.g., weekkly trip limitss)
The scup
p gear restriccted areas (G
GRAs) are nnot necessarry for a rebuuilt species aand
Theme 4:
creates challenges
c
with
w other fisheries.
Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 The scup GRAs are unnecesssary given the
t abundancce of the sto
ock.
 The scup GRAs restrict other fisheries, such as longgfin squid, thhat may be ppresent insid
de the
GRA
As when scup are not.
 The scup GRAs obstructs caanyon lines where
w
fisherrmen rely onn access to ffish for otheer
speccies.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Consider revisin
ng or eliminaating the scup GRAs. W
Work with fishhermen to id
dentify areass to
mod
dify the scup GRAs to allleviate restrrictions on o
other fisheriees.
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Fishery-SSpecific Them
mes- Scup

RECR
REATIONA
AL SECTO
OR THEME
ES
Theme 1:

Recreatio
onal anglers should havee better acceess to the reebuilt scup fiishery.

onal Obserrvations:
Recreatio
 Therre should no
ot be closed seasons for the recreattional sectorr, because sccup is rebuiltt and
stocks are abund
dant.
mmercial quo
ota is too higgh and is nott fully caught, while the recreationaal fishing quo
ota is
 Com
too small and reestrictive.
 A higgher scup qu
uota will imp
prove the reecreational fiishing econo
omy.
Recreattional Rec
commend ations:
 Identify and consider scenarrios by which
h the recreaational scup ffishery can bbe left open yearroun
nd.
 Consider adjustiing the scup quota allocaation to pro
ovide a largerr share to reecreational aanglers.
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Fisheery-Specific TThemes- Spinyy Dogfish

Spiny
y Dogffish
75 participants completted the dogfiish visioning survey, and input was ggiven on doggfish in all thee
commercial meetings, 60%
6 of the reecreational meetings,
m
annd one ENGO
O meeting. Dogfish wass one of
the most freequently mentioned species among fishermen.
f
90% of survvey respondeents rated th
he HEALTH of dogfish sstocks as eithher excellennt or very go
ood (Fig.
8a) while 76
6% of respon
ndents rated
d the EFFECT
TIVENESS o
of dogfish maanagement aas either poo
or or
very poor (FFig. 8b).
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COMM
MON THE ME
Theme 1:

Dogfish have
h
becomee overabund
dant in the m
mid-Atlantic region, and their unconntrolled
populatio
on growth iss negatively affecting
a
othher fisheries.

Observatiions:
 The negative imp
pacts of doggfish have beeen seen from
m near shorre to hundreeds of miles offshore
thro
oughout entirre mid-Atlan
ntic region
 The biomass of dogfish is veery large, and
d the speciess is a voracio
ous predato
or.
 Dogfish eat the young
y
of thee valuable sp
pecies and deeplete the fo
orage speciees.
 The decline of weakfish
w
mayy be associatted with the explosion o
of the dogfish populationn.
Recomme
endations::
 To help
h rebuild trust, listen to and act on
o fishermenn’s observatiions about w
what they arre seeing
on the water, paarticularly arround dogfish.
t a significaant but sustaainable level.
 Raisee the quota for dogfish to
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Fisheery-Specific TThemes- Spinyy Dogfish

COM
MMERCIAL
L INDUST
TRY THEME
Theme 1:

Dogfish management
m
t decisions liimit the abiliity of the inddustry to bring dogfish tto
market profitably
p
and
d efficiently.

cial Obserrvations:
Commerc
 Shorrt dogfish seasons inhibitt the development of effficient shoree-side infrasttructure for the
speccies.
 Extrreme fluctuattions in quotta can hurt the
t price of dogfish and the viabilityy of the indusstry.
 The industry is unable
u
to maake investmeents if the do
ogfish markeet is unstable and quotas are
insuffficient.
 The level of doggfish regulato
ory discards is too high ggiven their aabundance.
Commerc
cial Recom
mmendati ons:
 Consider a longeer or open seasons
s
for dogfish
d
to heelp stabilize market dem
mand, especially to
nd overseas.
regain markets in Europe an
mit for dogfiish in order to reduce regulatory discards.
 Consider a cumulative or weekly trip lim
h permit for those who do not havee a directed dogfish perm
mit.
 Consider an inciidental catch
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Fishery-Speecific Themes-- Bluefish

Bl uefish
82 participants completted the blueffish visioningg survey, andd input was ggiven on bluefish in 29%
% of
commercial meetings, 80%
8 of recreational meettings, and waas not discussed in the EENGO meeting.
Of 82 surveey responden
nts, 68% rateed the HEALLTH of bluefish stocks aas fair or goo
od (Fig. 9a), and
57% rated the EFFECTIV
VENESS of the
t managem
ment of blueefish as fair o
or good (Fig.. 9b).
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RECR
REATIONA
AL SECTO
OR THEME
ES
Theme 1:

Large blu
uefish are valuable to thee recreationnal sector, buut have beenn less abundaant in
recent yeears.

Recreatio
onal Obserrvations:
 Angllers enjoy th
he challenge of fishing for large (10 tto 15 pound) bluefish, m
making those fish
veryy valuable to the recreational sector.
 Recrreational angglers are enccountering feewer large bbluefish in reecent years, especially onn the
beacch and in-sho
ore areas.
 The lack of largee bluefish maay be related
d to the losss of water quuality near shore.
 Com
mmercial oveerfishing of laarge fish in the
t winter iss limiting theeir availabilityy.
 The commercial price for blluefish is verry low. The rrecreational value of larrge bluefish is very
high..
Recreatio
onal Recom
mmendatiions:
 Manage bluefish for size, as well
w as abun
ndance.
 Stop
p the practice of transferrring recreattional bluefissh quota to tthe commerrcial sector.
Recrreational angglers like to leave quota on the tablee to help resstore abundaance and sizze.
 Consider the higgh economicc value of larrge bluefish tto the recreeational sector when maaking
alloccation decisio
ons.
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Theme 3:

Preemptive conservaation measurres may be nneeded to preserve blueefish stocks for the
future.

onal Obserrvations:
Recreatio
 Therre are currently healthy populationss of smaller bbluefish.
 Bluefish are not a desirable fish
f to eat, but
b there is a high bag lim
mit. Recreattional fisherm
men
sometimes wastte fish that co
ould be releeased.
 The lack of foragge fish may be
b contributting to declinnes in bluefissh that comppete with bluefin
tunaa and striped
d bass for forrage.
Recreatio
onal Recom
mmendatiions:
 Consider a reaso
onable reduction in the bag limit forr bluefish. M
Many participants believe a limit
of 15
5 is excessivve for a fish that
t
is not highly desirabble to eat.
 Manage forage fiish to provid
de ample foo
od for bluefissh and other predator sstocks.
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Fishery-SSpecific Them
mes- Atlantic M
Mackerel

Atlanti
A
c Mack
kerel
33 participants completted the Atlan
ntic mackereel visioning ssurvey, and input was givven on Atlanntic
mackerel in 64% of com
mmercial meetings, 40% of recreatio
onal meetingss, and the onne ENGO m
meeting.
58% of survvey respondeents rated th
he HEALTH of Atlantic m
mackerel sto
ocks as poor or very po
oor (Fig.
10a), and 73
3% of respon
ndents rated
d the EFFECT
TIVENESS o
of managemeent of Atlanttic mackerel very
poor or poo
or (Fig. 10f).
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COM
MMERCIAL
L INDUSTR
RY THEME
ES
Theme 1:

Atlantic mackerel
m
haave become increasingly scarce in mid-Atlantic w
waters.

Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 Therre has been a changing pattern
p
of distribution off Atlantic maackerel overr the past teen years.
Theyy have moveed northeastt and appearr to be cominng in shore less frequenntly.
 Manyy fishermen believe thatt stocks are in poor condition.
 Atlan
ntic mackereel have beco
ome harder for
f fishermeen to find in traditional ffishing areas and the
perio
od of naturaal seasonal avvailability has become shhorter.
 An overabundan
o
nce of predattors may bee contributinng to a declinne in Atlanticc mackerel sstocks.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Utilizze remote sensing
s
techn
nologies (e.gg., acoustic surveys) to m
more effectivvely estimatee
mackkerel stock status.
s
Theme 2:

Managem
ment of Atlan
ntic mackereel stocks hass been slow to adapt to changes in
abundancce.

ercial Obsservationss:
Comme
 Fisheermen prediicted the deccline in Atlan
ntic mackereel years befo
ore it happened, and
management reaacted too latte to stop th
he decline.
 Atlan
ntic mackereel stocks havve been overestimated iin years pastt. Fishermenn refer to maackerel
as a “paper fisheery” becausee their abund
dance only aappears “on paper” in thhe stock asseessment.
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Fishery-SSpecific Them
mes- Atlantic M
Mackerel





Manyy fishermen believe thatt since the eaarly 2000’s tthere has beeen too mucch capacity inn the
Atlan
ntic mackereel fleet.
The natural cycles of mackerel are not fully
f
understtood.
Therre has been a lack of colllaboration with
w Canadaa.

Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Listeen and incorporate indusstry “on thee water” inpuut into the pprocess morre consistenttly.
 Worrk with Canaada to devellop: 1) a reseearch prograam to underrstand stockk structure aand 2) a
reso
ource sharingg agreementt to sustainab
bly manage ttotal catch aacross the innternational border.
 Consider effort in the fisherry as an indiccator of abundance (i.e.,, commerciaal catch ratess).
REC
CREATION
NAL SECTO
OR THEME
Theme 1:

Atlantic mackerel
m
aree an importaant part of tthe forage baase in the mid-Atlantic, but
have become significantly less ab
bundant in thhe past decaade or more.

Recreattional Ob servationss:
 Atlan
ntic mackereel are an imp
portant foraage species fo
or recreatio
onally valuable gamefish.
 Stoccks of Atlantic mackerel have been declining
d
andd scarce in m
mid-Atlantic waters.
 Com
mmercial reggulations are not restricttive enough, and commeercial overhaarvesting of Atlantic
mackkerel has hurt stock heaalth.
Recreattional Rec
commend ation:
 Redu
uce the com
mmercial quo
ota of Atlantic mackerel to relieve ppressure on sstocks.
ENVIRO
ONMENTA
AL NON-G
GOVERNM ENTAL (E
ENGO) TH
HEME
Theme 1:

Atlantic mackerel
m
po
opulations must
m be studied and mainntained as paart of an abuundant
forage baase in mid-A
Atlantic waters.

ENGO Observations:
 Manyy of the Cou
uncil’s predaatory fish po
opulations haave been rebbuilt, which rresults in inccreased
reliance on Atlan
ntic mackereel as forage.
 The commercial fishing indu
ustry is unable to fill the quota for A
Atlantic mackkerel.
 The latest stockk assessmentt does not prrovide referrence points to determinne if Atlanticc
mackkerel is overrfished or if overfishing is
i occurring..
ENGO Recomme
endations :
 In th
he short term
m, use biomaass correspo
onding to maaximum susttainable yield
d (BMSY) ass a
threshold, rather than a targget, for the squid,
s
mackeerel, butterfiish fishery m
management plan.
nt with the National
N
Stan
ndard 1 reco
ommendatio
on for foragee species.
This is consisten
 Prioritize researrch needed to
t determinee stock statuus of Atlantic mackerel.
 Worrk with Canaada to devellop a resourrce sharing aagreement.
 Advo
ocate for thee use of stocck assessment models thhat explicitlyy account fo
or predation and
unceertainty regaarding presen
nt and futuree predator ddemand (e.g.., M2 models).
 Consider climatee influences on mackereel abundancee and distribbution in annnual specificaations.
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Fisheery-Specific TThemes- Gold
den Tilefish

Golde
en Tile
efish
16 participants completted the goldeen tilefish vissioning surveey. Input waas given on ggolden tilefish in 36%
of commerccial meetingss and 40% off the recreattional meetinngs.
63% of resp
pondents rated the HEALTH of tilefiish stocks ass good or exxcellent (Fig.. 11a). Dataa were
insufficient to
t identify trrends in ratings of the EFFECTIVEN
NESS of tilefissh management (Fig. 11bb).
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COM
MMERCIA
AL INDUST
TRY THEM
ME
Theme 1:

For those that have access
a
to sufficient quotta, the goldeen tilefish ind
dividual transsferable
quota (IT
TQ) system has helped stabilize
s
the fishery.

Commerc
cial Obserrvations:
 For those
t
who own
o sufficien
nt quota in the
t golden tiilefish ITQ syystem, it hass been easier to run a
fishin
ng business. Businesses can
c work to
ogether to pllan out tripss to minimizee effort and
maximize/stabilizze ex-vessel prices.
 Thosse that do not own significant quotaa in the ITQ system, esppecially thosee that were early
partiicipants in th
he fishery, arre frustrated
d and feel as though theyy were pushhed out of thhe fishery.
 Some fishermen are frustratted that ITQ
Qs were set bbased on arbbitrary qualiffication datees that
beneefited certain
n fishing businesses.
REC
CREATION
NAL SECT
TOR THEM
ME
Theme 1:

There is concern thaat an increasse in recreattional fishing of golden tiilefish will deeplete the
resourcee.

Recreatio
onal Obserrvations:
 Therre has been increased reecreational fishing
f
effortt towards go
olden tilefish as the seaso
ons for
otheer key recreaational speciies have beeen shortenedd.
 Becaause tilefish is
i a slow gro
owth speciess and the bagg limit is relaatively high, some recreeational
angleers are worrried that thee increased recreational
r
effort will ddeplete the rresource.
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Fishery-Spec ific Themes- BButterfish

Buttterfish
h
15 participants completted the butteerfish visioning survey. Innput was givven on butteerfish in 71%
% of
commercial meetings an
nd at the one ENGO meeeting.
53% of survvey respondeents rated th
he HEALTH of butterfishh stocks as eexcellent whhile 27% rateed it as
very poor (FFig. 12a). Geenerally, the commerciall participantss believed butterfish sto
ocks are in eexcellent
health, whilee recreation
nal fishermen
n and ENGO
O representaatives felt thaat the stockks are in poo
or health
and must bee restored as part of thee forage basee. 87% ratedd the EFFECT
TIVENESS o
of the managgement
of butterfish
h as poor orr very poor (12b).
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COM
MMERCIAL
L INDUSTR
RY THEME
ES
Theme 1:

Butterfish stocks app
pear to be healthy; howeever, the current managgement is restricting
a potentiially valuablee fishery.

Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 Buttterfish are ass abundant up
u and down
n the coast aas they have been over tthe last several
decaades.
 Therre is no direected fishery for a speciees that is verry healthy.
 The butterfish catch cap unn
necessarily restricts
r
squid fishing.
 The market for butterfish was
w devastateed when thee quota droppped and will be hard to
o rebuild.
Therre is no longger much Jap
panese demaand for butteerfish.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Takee steps to heelp develop a directed fishery for buutterfish andd a strong maarket for thee
prod
duct.
 Rem
move the buttterfish catch
h cap.
 Increease commeercial industrry involvemeent in data c ollection and trawl survveys for buttterfish.
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Fishery-Spec ific Themes- BButterfish

Theme 2:

Data reggarding butteerfish stocks is inconsisteent with “onn the water”” perspectivees.

ercial Obsservationss:
Comme
 The trawl surveyy is unable to accuratelyy measure thhis highly miggratory and short lived species.
 The fishermen know
k
where the fish are, but their kknowledge iss not used to
o obtain morre
reprresentative trawl survey results.
 Observers are collecting
c
inaaccurate buttterfish catchh data that feeeds into clo
osures of thee longfin
squid
d fishery.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Involve commerrcial industryy to a greateer extent in ddata collection and traw
wl surveys for
butteerfish.
ENVIRO
ONMENTA
AL NON-G
GOVERNM ENTAL (E
ENGO) TH
HEME
Theme 1:

Butterfish play an important eco
ological role as forage, yeet the stock faces increaasing
he longfish sqquid fishery..
pressure as incidentaal catch in th

ENGO Observations:
 Mostt butterfish mortality is a result of bycatch
b
in thhe squid fisheeries. This bbycatch is cauused by
smalll mesh nets..
 Observer coverage is low on squid tripss, calling into
o question thhe effectivenness of the
butteerfish catch cap in preveenting butterrfish mortaliity.
 The butterfish sttock assessm
ment does not explicitly take into acccount predaation and prredator
demand for buttterfish as forrage.
ENGO Recomme
endations :
 Increease observeer levels on longfin squid
d trips.
 In th
he short term
m, use biomaass correspo
onding to maaximum susttainable yield
d (BMSY) ass a
threshold, rather than a targget, for the squid,
s
mackeerel, butterfiish fishery m
management plan.
This is consisten
nt with the National
N
Stan
ndard 1 reco
ommendatio
on for foragee species.
 Advo
ocate for thee use of stocck assessment models thhat explicitlyy account fo
or predation and
unceertainty regaarding presen
nt and futuree predator ddemand (M22 models).
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F ishery-Specif ic Themes- Ill ex Squid

Illex
x Squi d
12 participants completted the Illex squid
s
visioning survey, aand input waas given on Illlex squid in 21% of
commercial meetings an
nd at the one ENGO meeeting. 50% of survey reespondents bbelieved thatt the
HEALTH off Illex squid stocks
s
is exccellent or go
ood while 255% did not knnow or had no opinion (Fig.
13e). In general, commeercial industrry felt that the
t stocks off Illex squid aare healthy. 42% rated tthe
EFFECTIVEN
NESS of man
nagement ass good or ex
xcellent and 25% rated itt as very poo
or (Fig. 13f).
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COM
MMERCIAL
L INDUSTR
RY THEME
ES
Theme 1:

Existing participants
p
in the Illex squid fishery are concernned about outdated scieence,
latent efffort, and thee potential fo
or ITQs in thhe fishery.

Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 The science for Illex squid is outdated an
nd is older tthan the onee-year lifespaan of the speecies.
 Manyy Illex squid are caught before
b
they have a chancce to spawnn.
 Illex squid is onee of the few fisheries
f
thaat was regulaated before iit was overccapitalized.
 Therre have been
n some boatts that only enter
e
the fishery when tthe price forr Illex is good
d. Some
fisheermen are worried
w
abou
ut these laten
nt permits and the addittional effort expended bby larger
new boats enterring the fisheery.
 Some fishermen believe thatt ITQs would work welll in this fisheery because the numberr of
partiicipants is already small and there iss a need for catch restricctions based
d on history. Others
are worried
w
thatt ITQs for Illlex squid wo
ould mean co
onsolidationn and loss of profitabilityy.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Worrk towards real
r time datta and vessel reporting ffor the Illex ssquid fisheryy.
 Consider measu
ures to incen
ntivize Illex sq
quid harvestt later in thee season wheen the squid are
largeer and heavieer and it will require a lo
ower numbeer of squid tto meet the harvest quo
ota.
Consequently, a higher num
mber of squid
d can be left in the water and will haave a better chance
to sp
pawn. In add
dition, it will prevent a ‘d
derby fisheryy’ for Illex sqquid, where ffishermen fo
ocus all
efforrt on catchin
ng smaller sq
quid as soon as the fisheery opens.
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Fisheery-Specific TThemes- Long fin Squid

Long
gfin Squ
uid
14 participants completted the longffin squid visio
oning surveyy, and input was given o
on longfin squuid in
71% of com
mmercial meeetings and th
he one ENGO meeting. Longfin squiid’s scientificc name has rrecently
changed from Longfin Peealeii to Doryyteuthis (Ameerigo) pealeii) .
50% of resp
pondents rated the HEALTH of longgfin squid sto
ocks as goodd or excellennt (Fig. 14a).
Generally, commercial
c
industry
i
felt that the sto
ocks of longffin squid are healthy. 64%
% of all survvey
respondentss rated the EFFECTIVEN
E
NESS the maanagement o
of longfin squuid as fair orr poor (Fig. 14b).
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COM
MMERCIAL
L INDUSTR
RY THEME
ES
Theme 1:

There arre multiple regulations fo
or the longfin squid fisheery that are overly restrrictive.

Comme
ercial Obsservationss:
 The scup gear reestricted areeas (GRA) arre an unneceessary restriction on thee longfin squuid
fisheery. It takes up
u key producing areas in winter.
 The butterfish catch cap is burdensome
b
on the longgfin squid fishhery and enccourages a d
discards.
Becaause butterfish are abund
dant, they arre hard to av
avoid. Closurres of the lo
ongfin squid ffishery
can result
r
from the
t actions of
o only a few
w fishermen..
 The 72 hour nottification req
quirement to
o the observver program
m for longfin squid trips is too
great of lead-tim
me. In many cases,
c
72 hours is not ennough for fisshermen to predict fishing
cond
ditions and prevents
p
fish
hermen from
m operating a healthy mixxed-trawl fisshery.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Consider revisin
ng or eliminaating the scup GRAs. W
Work with fishhermen to id
dentify areass to
mod
dify the scup GRAs to allleviate restrrictions on o
other fisheriees.
 Eliminate the butterfish bycaatch cap.
uce the 72 hour
h
observeer notificatio
on requirem
ment.
 Redu
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Fisheery-Specific TThemes- Long fin Squid

Theme 2:

Longfin squid
s
are sussceptible to annual fluctuuations in abbundance.

ercial Obsservationss:
Comme
 The current scieence is not reflective
r
of true
t
stock sstatus becausse of the sho
ort lifespans of
longffin squid and
d high fluctuaations in abu
undance from
m year to yeear.
 Overabundance of predatorrs may be deepleting longgfin squid populations.
 Traw
wling in spaw
wning areas can
c have dettrimental efffects to futurre populatio
ons.
Comme
ercial Rec
commenda
ations:
 Consider spawning areas in managemen
nt decisions, particularly during trimester II.
 Worrk with fisheermen to devvelop a mechanism to reeact to cyclical changes in longfin sqquid
popu
ulations in reeal time.
ENVIRO
ONMENTA
AL NON-G
GOVERNM ENTAL (E
ENGO) TH
HEME
Theme 1:

Longfin squid
s
populaations must be
b studied annd maintaineed as part off an abundannt
forage baase in mid-A
Atlantic waters.

ENGO Observations:
 Manyy of the Cou
uncil’s predaatory fish po
opulations haave been rebbuilt, which rresults in inccreased
reliance on longffin squid as prey.
p
 Baseed on curren
nt stock asseessments, lon
ngfin squid iss not at a levvel above thhe biomass
corrresponding to maximum sustainable yield. (BMSY
Y)
 Currrent manageement does not
n provide reference ppoints that suufficiently acccount for
pred
dation.
 Prod
ductivity of longfin squid is highly varriable year-tto-year and sseason-to-seeason, yet sttock
assesssments and
d quotas are based on daata that is yeears old. Envvironmental influences o
on
prod
ductivity are poorly undeerstood.
 The small mesh size for longgfin squid results in a higgh level of inncidental catch and discaards.
 Observer coverage in the lo
ongfin squid fishery
f
is underfunded, w
which may rresult in uno
observed
h species.
discaards of butteerfish and otther bycatch
ENGO Recomme
endations :
 In th
he short term
m, use biomaass correspo
onding to maaximum susttainable yield
d (BMSY) ass a
threshold, rather than a targget, for the squid,
s
mackeerel, butterfiish fishery m
management plan.
This is consisten
nt with the National
N
Stan
ndard 1 reco
ommendatio
on for foragee species.
 Advo
ocate for thee use of stocck assessment models thhat explicitlyy account fo
or predation and
unceertainty regaarding presen
nt and futuree predator ddemand. (e.gg., M2 models).
 Incentivize fisherrmen to usee more selecctive gear thaat reduces bbycatch.
 Increease fundingg for observeer coverage on longfin trrips.
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Fishery-Speciific Themes- SSurfclams

Surrfclam s
Nine particiipants completed the surfclams visio
oning surveyy, and input w
was given onn surfclams in 50%
of commerccial meetingss and at one recreationaal meeting (220%).
33% of survvey respondeents rated th
he HEALTH of surfclamss is good (Fiig. 15a). 44%
% of respond
dents
rated the EFFFECTIVENE
ESS of manaagement as poor
p
or veryy poor (Fig. 15b).
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b: Effectivenness of Surfclams
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ment

COM
MMERCIAL
L INDUSTR
RY THEME
ES
Theme 1:

Commerrcial clammin
ng effort is heavily
h
conceentrated in tthe mid-Atlaantic.

Commerc
cial Obserrvations:
 Geo
orge’s Bank holds
h
higher concentrations of healtthy clams, buut is not currently being
harvvested by ind
dustry due to
o paralytic shellfish pointting (PSP) reegulations. A
As a result, a great
deal of effort has been focussed on clamm
ming off the northern N
New Jersey ccoast.
 Clam
m fishermen are concern
ned that clam
m stocks aro
ound the Deelmarva Peninsula are cuurrently
depleted. There is an abundance of small clams in thhose areas.
 The biomass of clams in the mid-Atlantic is separatee from that o
of George’s Bank. Quottas are
calcu
ulated using the entire biomass
b
when a significannt portion issn't able to bbe harvested
d
becaause of the Georges
G
Ban
nk closed areea.
 Over the years, clam boats and
a gear havve gotten biggger and mo
ore powerful, but the caatch per
unit effort has geenerally stayyed the samee.
Commerc
cial Recom
mmendati ons:
 Continuously wo
ork with ind
dustry to ideentify areas tthat must bee closed to pprotect clam
recruitment.
 Consider openin
ng George’s Bank to thee surfclam in dustry.
 Worrk with industry and reggulators to mitigate
m
riskss of PSP in G
George’s Bannk clams.
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Fisheryy-Specific Theemes- Ocean Quahogs

Ocean
n Quah
hogs
Nine particiipants completed the occean quahog visioning su rvey, and input was giveen on ocean
quahogs in 14% of comm
mercial meeetings.
Of 9 surveyy respondentts, 33% rated
d the HEALT
TH of oceann quahog sto
ocks as very poor, while
another 33%
% rated it as fair (Fig. 16e). 44% rateed the EFFEC
CTIVENESS of ocean quuahog managgement
as very poor while 33% rated it is faair (Fig. 16f).
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nput collecteed during the visioning ssurveys and
No themes for ocean quahogs emerged from in
roundtable sessions.
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APPENDICES
The appendices to the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council Strategic Planning and Visioning
Stakeholder Input Report can be found in a separate file on the Council’s website at
http://www.mafmc.org/vision.

Appendix A: Survey Results
Appendix A contains results from all 26 questions on the general visioning survey, a copy of the
general visioning survey, and links to the fishery specific surveys. Click here.

Appendix B: Roundtable Session Summaries
Appendix B contains meeting summaries of all 20 roundtable sessions as well as the document that
was used to provide background information about the Visioning and Strategic Planning Project to
roundtable session attendees. Click here.

Appendix C: Position Letters
Appendix C contains the 12 position letters that were submitted by interested organizations and
management partners as well as the guidelines that were provided for organizations to submit
position letters. Click here.

Appendix D: Survey Instrument
Appendix D contains the main Visioning survey. Click here.
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